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Falcon Lifts From Lunar Soil Today
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

f

Dr. Charles H. Tolley Appointed U.S. To Back
To Position At Murray University Admission Of
China To UN
Mrs. Smith's I
director
Father Expires 1

Lander Now In
Orbit Of Moon

Dr. Charles H. Tolley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of
Murray, has been appointed WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
the cabin, and kept their space
By AL ROSSITER JR.
of the Higher Education United States will vote for
suits on just in case anything
UPI Space Writer
Program at Murray State admission of Communist China
University. He replaces Dr. to the United Nations, but fight SPACE CENTER, Houston went wrong. Thirty-three days
This is the time for Magic Lilies
explo- ago, three Soviet spacemen, not
once more. The pink ones blebm
Marvin Holland, father of 314 Robert Collins who has accepted any attempt to oust Nationalist (UPI)—Apollo 15's two
blasted off the moon today wearing their suits, died train a
rers
a
position
at
UCLA.
now and a little later the red ones
Steak
Sharpe
Smith,
L
Robert
China from the world organizaof lunar lack of oxygen upon return
bloom.
Murray, died Friday at 9:30 pAs. Prior to his present assign- tion, Secretary of State William with a record harvest
from a record Earth orbit
secrets.
Tolley
Dr.
ment,
was
Coordinator
Crest agile
at the Cedar
P. Rogers said today.
tow- mission of nearly 24 days.
These lilies are a little bonus each
Citizens Home,Benton.He Mel of Academic Affairs and The Secretary of State told a Gunning the spacecraft
Before boarding Falcon, Scott
ard an orbital linkup with their
assistant director at Madisonville
summer when many times the
years of age.
news conference that while both mothership, David R. Scott and pakred the astronauts' moon
Community College.
heat is stultify,iiie and few new
Communist China and Nationa- James B. Irwin cempleted car, Rover I, and focused the
Dr. Tolley received his B.S. at
things come into bloom. InThe deceased was a retired
list China claim to represent all man's fourth and most reward- television camera on the rear
Murray State in 1958, his M.A. at
cidentally we saw some Golden
the Chinese people, those ing exploration of his closest of the $8 million buggy to
farmer of Benton Route Four. He
New
1958,
at
in
S.
MSU
Ed.
his
yesterday.
Rod in Worn
was a member of the Mt. Carmel
claims need not prejudice the neighbor in the solar system.
151"
televise the lander's liftoff from
Mexico State University in 1963,
Methodist Church. His wife, and his Ed. D. at the University participation of both Peking They spent almost 67 hours, a the moon —never before seen
We slept so hard last night we
Myrtle Brien Holland, died in of Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahoma, in and Taipei in the United record, camped in a northern on Earth.
were groggy this morning. We
nations.
1960.
Driving back to the lunar
mountain valley.
1969.
did not begin to respond to
"The United States accordingtwo headed toward a homebase following today's
various and sundry stimuli until
Survivors are three daughters, Before going to Madisonville, ly will support action at the The
rendezvous and linkup with motorized exploration, Scott
we had a coffee transfusion.
Mrs. Smith of Murray, Mrs. L. C. Dr. Tolley had served on the general assembly this fall
their partner in orbit, Alfred M. exulted at the view.
Strow of Ottawa, Ill., and M. 0. faculty at Connors State College, calling for seating the Peoples
Worden, and then all three "Look up at those mounHeath of Benton; two sons, Young Harris (Jr.) College, and Republic of China," Rogers
to spend another two tains!" Scott exulted as the
planned
'Tulsa.
of
University
the
Conversation at the table brought
Woodrow Holland and Kenton
said. "At the same time the days circling the moon before explorers headed back to the
to
married
is
man
Murray
The
who
fellow
the
out'the story of
"Holland, both of Benton; one
United States will oppose any heading back to Earth.
moonship Falcon. "Aren't they
did not have enough religion to
borther, J. Grover Holland of the former Donna Shoemaker of action to expel the Republic of
Scott and Irwin spent four beautiful today, all sunlit?"
have
they
and
Texas,
Orange,
make him do right, but had
Barlow; fifteen grandchildren;
China or otherwise deprive it of
five children, Wynn, Karl, Bill, representation in the United hours, 5 minutes outside their "Dave, I'm reminded of my
enough to keep him from entwenty great grandchildren.
four-legged moonship on their favorite Biblical passage from
family
The
Karen.
and
Ray,
joying the things he wanted to do.
Nations."
third excursion in an electric the psalms (121st) —"I will
CONDUCTORS A LA BOXCAR: Roger Relebandh (lower left),
Funeral services were held resides at 805 Guthrie, Murray.
Rogers declined to reveal the car tried for the first time. The look unto the hills, from whence
Fellow says there are three ways 'limner concert band director at Murray State University, Sunday at three p.m, at the
details or the tactics the United last surface activity brought cornett' my help," Irwin said.
to make a million: 1. Inherit it. 2. clowns with four student conductors before the 67-piece band's Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home
States would use to achieve its their total time outside Falcon But, of course, we get plenty,
pop
concert
Tuesday.
They
with
Judy
are
Benton,
Rev.
Novak
(second
left),
level
a chapel,
Orville
Invest wisely. 3. Be seven feet
goal of having both Chinas in to about 18 hours and 27 of help from Houston,
senior from Orland Park, M.; Mary Caudill (next right), a junior Easley and Rev. Fred French
too," he
tall.
the United Nations.
minutes—within 1 hour, 12 added quickly.
from Murray) Frances Ridenour,(top left), a sophomore from officiating.
say
to
unable
was
also
He
minutes of the total logged by Today's trip was cut short
Here, according to the U. S. Murray; and Wayne Collins, a junior from Possum Trot. The four
injured in ac- whether the Taiwan governserved as Two persons,
Grandsons
three previous expeditions. more than an hour to give the
the
Chamber of Commerce, is what are members of the conducting class at MSU. The program will
the
at
cidents, were treated
ment would walk out of the
happens when a new industry be August 3 at 7 p.m.on the lawn of Ordway Hall.(Photo by Wilson pallbearers and burial was in the emergency room of the Murray- United Nations, as it had so They returned to Falcon astronauts enough time to
Mt. Cannel Cemtery.
almost reluctantly for the last prepare for their 1:11 p.m.
employing just 50 people come to Woolley
Calloway County Hospital on often said it would, if CommuEDT launch from the moon.
time.
Atiytown, U. S. A.:
to
according
31,
July
Saturday,
nist China is admitted.
"It's been great—fabulous They were to rendezvous lith
hospital officials
place up here," the astronauts the third member of the space
8335,000 in "new" money—
Woody Erwin of Winchester
told ground controllers at team, Alfred M. Worden, late
that's the average annual
Apartments, Murray, age
Houston as they climbed back today in lunar orbit.
Peresii.
4•twenty, was treated for a
the Falcon to prepare to Worden has spent the last
Into
$150,000 in additional bank
laceration of the nose He was
up with the command three days mapping the moon
link
deposits.
reported injured in an automobile
capsule Endeavour, which Wor- from the orbiting command
8165,000 in additional retail
accident.
sales.
of the den maneuvered into an adjust- shii Endeavour and scientists
crewmen would begin returning and the presidents of three
By DONALD FINLEY
At six p.m. Saturda Miss Word has been received
32 additional jobs in the
ed orbit to link gi with them. said he confirmed for the first
to
at
watt
12:01
formerly
today.
p.m.
Jones,
G.
Otto
of
death
major railroads —W. Graham Barbara G. Weaks, 1507
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
community to service the added
explorers gave
United Transportation Union Details of the rail settlement Claytor Jr. of Southern, Robert Sycamore Street, Murray, age of Murray, who died this morning The moon
(Continued on Page Eight)
pressurizing
business generated by the
(UTU) and the railroads were not announced. But Moore of Penn Central and twenty-one, suffered a contusion at 5:30 a.m. at Glasgow, West careful attention to
pewcomer. If the new industry
reached agreement today on a industry negotiator J.P. Hilts Benjamin Biaggiai of Southern of the head. Her injury was Virginia, where he now resided.
recruits its labor force from the
contract
ending an 18-day said in answer to a question Pacific.
reported from an automobile Jones,age 78, was a member of
community, another 50 jobs are
the United Methodist Church. He
selective strike that had shut that the agreement on work A UTU official cautioned that accident.
created.
down 10 lines and crippled the rule changes, the heart of the the prospects of settlement of Mr.and Mrs. Dewey H. Deason retired from his position with the
nation's freight-hauling capaci- dispute, 'pretty much con- the selective strike that has of Granite City, Ill., are listed in Cabot Gas Company at Glasgow
"Haven't seen you for a couple
form" to the recommendations
satisfactory condition this in 1957, after which he and his
ty.
(Continued on Page Eight)
years. Where've you been?"
of a White House emergency
morning by hospital officials. wife moved to their farm on Mrs. Sally Crass and Mrs. Jo of women's club, headed by Mrs.
The rail settlement came only board several months ago.
"In Vietnam".
were injured in a one car Murray Route Three. They Gardone of Murray have been Dexter Otis Arnold, honorary
They
"When's your trial coming up?" one day after the United Steel inner rail unions had accept- Steel Price Increases
at South 12th and resided there and in Murray until selected Outstanding Young president of the General
accident
Workers and the basic steel
the board's recommenda- Announced By U.S. Today Sycamore Streets on Friday his wife became ill in 1966. Mrs. Women for 1971, according to an Federation of Women's Clubs.
ed
A number of old sayings make Industry reached agreement on tions on work rule changes
The accident was Jones, the former Garentt Lewis, announcement today by the Each year over 6,000 young
more sense if you drop the last a new contract that provides a some time ago. Agreement on a PITTSBURGH (UPI) —U.S. afternoon
Ledger & died in 1967.
Murray Branch of the American women are nominated by leading
Saturday's
in
reported
word. For instance: Familiarity 30 per cent increase -over three wage increase —42 per cent Steel Corp. today announced a
Survivors are his son, J. R. Association of
University women's organizations, college
Times.
breeds. Blondes have more. An years.
alumni associations, and churJones of Murray Route Three Women.
ing a 42-month contract — sweeping series of price inapple a day keeps the doctor.
who is employed by the Murray The two Murray women were ches across the country. ComSecretary also was reached some time creases to meet what it called
Labor
Assistant
Dead men don't. Money is at the
"inflationary" increased in a
Poftoffice, his daughter, Mrs. nominated by the organization plete biographical sketches of all
by ago.
root of all. Foils rush in where W.J. Usery Jr., flanked
Billy Wilkerson of Glasgow, W. earlier this year on the basis of nominees are featured in the
man- Sources said earlier that if wage contract agreement
both
of
representatives
angels fear to. Nothing's so rare
national volume, Outstanding
Va.; eight grandchildren. Mr. their achievementh.
announced the strike had continued much reached with the United Steel
union,
and
agement
as a day in. Beauty Is only skin.
Jones was born November 2, The Outstanding
Young Young Women of America.
a news longer the administration would Workers Union (USU) Sunday
at
settlement
the
Hell hath no fury like a woman.
night.
are now in
County 1892, in Lewis County.
Nornen of America program, These women
conference in the Labor Depart- have asked Congress to pass
steel The Murray-Calloway
The
leading
nation's
states'
their
for
competition
scheduled
are
services
halting
the
Funeral
legislation
was
walkout
year,
seventh
train
its
in
striking
now
its
hold
will
Senior Citizens Club
Thanks to Jane's Ceramic Shop ment. He said the
and imposing a settlement. company said the increases regular meeting on Friday, Wednesday at two p.m. at the conceived by the leaders of the Outstanding Young Woman of the
on Murray Route Three for the
Usery said the administration averaged 8 per cent on its August 6, in the social hall of the Cook's Funeral Home in Cedar nation's
women's Year Award. This fall, fifty of the
major
"Coffee Hound" coffee cup. This
included in
"was happy" it would not have carbon and alloy steel products. First United Methodist Church. A Grove, W. Va.
The program young women
organizations.
is a king size coffee cup with the
Other basic steel producers
to do so.
young women bet- Outstanding Young Women of
recognizes
at
served
be
will
lunch
potluck
inscription "Coffee Hound" on
were expected to quickly follow
Charles Luna, president
ween the ages of 21 and 35 for America-one from each statenoon.
the side under the sad visage of a
the UTU, said the agreement US. Steel's lead.
contributions to the bet- will be named as their states
their
of
Beasley,
Roy
minister
Bro.
hound dog. In raised gold let- A two car accident occurred at "proved once again that if "Over the three years of the
terment of their communities, Outstanding Young Woman of
tering running slantwise from top ten a.m. Saturday at the in- negotiations are carried on past labor contract our exper- the Seventh and Poplar Church of
professions,and country. Serving the Year.
the
be
speaker.
will
guest
Christ,
tersection of North 12th and Olive honestly,collective bargaining ience has been that price
to bottom is "JIM".
daughter
Brown,
Cheryl
Miss
the program's Board of Ad- Publication dote for the 1971
on
attend.
to
urged
All
are
members
Streets, according to the report will work.
Increases ... have not been
C.
Neil
of
Mrs.
Brown
and
Mr.
of
0.
McLemore,
club
C.
visors are the national presidents awards volume is November.
filed by the officers of the Murray "We have made an agree. sufficient to cover cost inNow You Know
has
position
a
Murray,
accepted
club
said
members
president,
injuries
By United Press Intensetional Police Department No
rnent we are proud of, we have creases, resulting in continuous and friends will make a bus trip as teacher at the Wahneta
accident
made an agreement we can live erosion of earning capability," to Nashville, Tenn., on Tuesday, Elementary School at Winter
The possibility of an astro- were listed on the
with," Luna said. "It will go U.S. Steel said.
naut on the moon being hit by a report.
-TAugust 10. They will visit the Haven, Florida.
a 1963
down in history that selective
meteorite is remote because a Cars involved were
The Murray girl received her
Hermitage, home of Andrew
driven
strikes have worked."
lunar landing site is struck one Rambler four door sedan
Jackson, seventh president of the degree from Murray State
of
Adams
Alcie
Richard
by
Hiltz said tersely that the
in 10 years by an outer-space
United States, and the Country University in June of this year.
and a 1986 railroads were "very
object no larger than a bird Mayfield Route Seven
happy a
She was active in student affairs,
Music Hall of Fame.
by
driven
Ford four door sedan
satisfactory conclusion
had
seed.
having served on the student The Calloway County Schools added to the elementary schools.
to
bus
the
planning
make
Those
Mayme Powell Reeves of 202 been reached."
trip should make reservations by government for two years and will open August 23, William B. Thirty new buses have been
North 13th Street, Murray.
The contract is subject to
Wednesday,August 4, with Bryan appointed to the judicial board in Miller, Superintendent of added to the fleet in the past three
Police said the Reeves car was ratification by the MT general
Tolley
753-1346, Mrs. Birdie her senior year by Dr. Harry Calloway County Schools an- years.
going east on Olive Sect and chairmen during the next 21
Supt. Miller urges all parents
nounced today. The Calloway
753-2402, Mrs. Ruby Sparks, University president.
Parker
pulled into the path of the Adams days. The general chairmen
Brown was a member of School System is composed of and interested people to attend
Miss
Gussie
Mrs.
or
753-2909,
Harrell
12th
North
on
south
going
car
represent the UTU locals.
Gamma Beta Phi honorary Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, the opening exercises on August
Kentucky: Scattered showers Street.
Adams 753-2751.
The turn toward labor peace
and of the Association Lynn Grove, and New Concord 23.
fraternity
and thundershowers more
Damage to the Adams car was came during marathon weekend
The school calendar for the
of Childhood Education. Her elementary schools and Calloway
numerous today and over state
to
and
fender
front
right
PUPPIES
the
FREE
on
year will be as follows:
social sorority is Alpha Sigma County High School.
tonight and Tuesday. Partly the Reeves car on the left rear bargaining sessions, including a
August 20—In-Service training
summit conference between
cloudy and warm today. Mostly door and fender.
The Calloway County teachers
Five, 4-week-old puppies will Alpha.
August 23-1.4 day of school
UTU President Charles Luna
will observe in-service training
cloudy and mild to warm tonight
to interested
given
be
away
on August 20. Beginning at 8:30 September 6—Labor Day
4
and Tuesday. Highs today and
Persons by the owner, telephone HEADHUNTERS IULL
BAXTER FAMILY
October 8—FDEA (No school)
);`,-•
Tuesday upper 70s to mid 80s.
Philip- am. on August 23, the schools
(UPI)—The
MANILA
436-5618.
The Singing Baxter Family of
November , 25—Thanksgiving
Lows tonight low to mid 60s
pine constabulary reported -63-4will open for one-half day. At this
Arkansas will present a program
SAN ANTONIO—Airmaa
day the beheading of four time announcements will be Day
at the Hardin Pentecostal Church
EXTENDED OUTLLOOK
James M. Carter, sea of Mrs.
Filipino workers in an ambush made by the principals of the November 26—No school
POLICE CITE PERSONS
Decembee18-Jan. 2-Christmas
Kentucky: The extended of God on Wednesday, August 4, The regular ladies day golf will Erb C. Carter of Rt 6, Murray,
The Murray Police Depart- near an area where headhun- schools concerning bus routes,
outlook for the period, Wed- at 7:30 p.m. The public is invited. be held at the Calloway County has completed basic training at ment issued three citations on ters once were known to have lunches, textbooks,. and the Vacation
January 3—Holiday
school schedule. Buses will make
nesday through Friday, shows
Country Club on Wednesday, Lackland AFB,Tex. He has beet' Saturday. They were one for lived.
February 21—Holiday
expected over most
showers
FIVE CITED
August 4, at nine a.m. Pairings assigned to Sheppard AFB,Tex., Illegal possession of alcohol at The assailants carried off the their usual routes.
March 27-March 31—Spring
for training as a medical services 11:01 p.m., and one for driving on head of the driver of the truck All of the elementary schools
of thestate Wednesday and Sheriff Clyde Steele and his will be made at the tee.
Thursday and in extreme east deputies cited one person for
A potluck luncheon will be specialist. Airman Carter. a 1947 suspended or revoked license at the workers were riding in. will have a full-time principal for Vacation
May 26—Professional Day
portion early Friday. Highs in driving while intoxicated and served at noon. Norma Frank, graduate of Redline High 10:45 a.m. and another to the Three other heads were tossed the first time in the history of the
May 27—Last day of school
upper 70s to low 80s. Lows upper four persons for
public golf hostess, urges all members School, Paducah, attended same person for
public In a ditch 130 miles northeast of county school. Three remedial
May 29—Holiday
50e to mid 60s.
Murray State University.
Manila, the constabulary said. reading teachers have been
drunkenness at 8 23 p m.
drunkenness over the weekend. to attend

ii

Persons Injured In
Accidents Treated

•

UTU And Railroads Settle 18
ay 0 • Strike This Morning

Otto G. Jones
Expires Today

Sally Crass and Jo Gardone Are
Nominated By The Murray AAUW

Senior Citizens To
Meet Here Friday

Two Car Accident
Occurs On Saturday

Cheryl Brown To
Teach In Florida

County Schools To
Open On August 23

The Weather

Calloway Club To
Hold Ladies Day

••••••••••.s.umpaPalla.MMIC it..•

••••••••••
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GOVS TO VISIT RUSSIA
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A
delegation of 6 to 8 American
Governors will visit the Soviet
Union for a period of 9 to 10
days in early October, the
National Governors' Conference
said today.
A spokesman for the conference said the organization had
agreed to a return visit by a
delegation of corresponding
Soviet officials next spring.

Mu
Tak

next November to the controversial sound and light
shows in the Roman Fourum.
Archaelogists, city officials, art
lovers and historians had
as
activity
protested
the
causing irreparable harm to the
historic site.
Experts said booming from
loudspeakers have already shaken loose some of the 2,000year-old masonry.

The Murray office of Time
Finance Company has a new
name today-C.I.T. Financial
Services.
As a wholly-owned subsidiary
of C.I.T. Financial Corporation
since 1963, Time joins its parent
company's other consumer
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.35 per week, 51,52 per
financing operations in adopting
month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties, 57.50 per year;
JETS SIGN ELLIOTT -John
common identity throughout the
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
Elliott, an all pro defensive
miles from Murray, $18.00.
country.
END FORUM SHOWS
tackle with the New York Jets
C. P. Williams, manager of the ROME (UP!
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
I-The
governFriday signed his 1971 contract.
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
South
local branch located on
ment has ordered an end after No terms were announced.
12th St. said, "This name change
not only affects our local office,
MONDAY-AUGUST 2, 1971
but over 750 other C.I.T. offices
IPAIti
**
1
from coast to coast, in Hawaii
n,
.
;:nlitTir
57l::)
• ••••••:Mitl,tM:i.
and Puerto Rico.
ONITE & TUE.'
"We offer a wide variety of
financial services," Mr. Williams
LEDGE*•TIKES FILE
said, "to both consumers and
• Lee I.
businessmen. Our new name will
a
jet
cockpit
of
the
pictured
in
Capt. John I. Hudson USMCR is
more clearly convey the extant
fighter at the Marine Corps Auxiliary Air Station, Yuma, Arizona.
of our operations and the type of
Mrs. James Witherspoon was the winner of the grand prize of
financing we do. In most states
one week's vacation for four at Miami, Fla., at the opening of
we make personal loans, home
Rowland's Refrigeration Sales and Service on South 12th St.
mortages, finance the purchase
Mrs. J. A. Outland, director of the Purchase district
of mobile homes, recreational
homemakers, will attend the national meeting to be held in
vehicles, appliances, motor
Maine.
vehicles and many other items."
nd TUESDAY
Dr. James Ray Ammons of Memphis, Tenn., native of Cayce,
C.I.T. Financial Services now
SAMUEL Z APKOFC st JAMES n NOCKXSON mime
name
for
has joined the medical staff of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
singular
serves as the
all consumer finance subsidiaries
of C.I.T. Financial Corporation,
. . she s a
Dne of the nation's leading
sweet little
financial and industrial inmother
FMK
LEDGES•
stitutions, which assets in excess
of $3.6 billion.
C.I.T. itself is highly diver,1.1pros
Mrs. DoraBennett,age 72, of Aim Route One died July 30 at the
sified. In addition to its consumer
Murray Hospital.
finance operations in the United
Open 7:30-Start D
Officers of the newly formed Calloway County Heart
tv1AYtE V\G MISCALCULATEV
States and Canada, its other
Association are Dr. Hugh Houston, Dr. J. A. Outland, Mrs. Ed
subsidiaries are involved in inDui,guid, Jr., Glen Doran, and E. J. Walkup.
surance, factoring, vehicle and
The Murray Little League All-Stars lost to the Milan, Tenn., All
equipment leasing, banking,
Stars 4 to 1 in the Little League tournament at Paris, Tenn. Hal
If*
'•
a frank perry film
construction, manufacturing,
Miller was the pitcher and J. D. Shroat was the catcher for
financing
and
industrial
richard benjamin
Murray.
retailing.
, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gholson left yesterday for a three weeks
frank langella
the
name
announcing
In
vacation in Quebec, Canada.
parry
change, Henry C. Watkins,
came snodgress .
typo the ouregol by eve luarnan oraclucoel and 00.0.../ by tr•nk artyx
chairman of C.I.T. Financial
•UNIVERSU- PICTURE recrinlioa.ofr Z
Services declared,"Our goal is to
"
r
•-•
*
have a new kind of money
•
•
**Vi •
44i#11041
0
company.In addition to the many
Western Open three times, the
"I didn't lose my swing," services we now offer to the
Masters once. In modern times
says Guldahl,"I lost my incen- public and business, we are
By JACK MURPHY
only three golfers have won the
tive. If I had continued to play, studying a variety of new
mazy members, yet but one body.-! Corinthians 12:20.
Copley News Service
U.S. Open in two successive
maybe I would have been un- financial services."
There is an essential unity in humanity,and particularly among
summers. Two, of them, Bobby able to
take the club head ha&
like-minded people. We are members one of another.
We had been chatting at Jones and Ben Hogan, are part
"We have great faith in the
length, reviewing his glory of the lore and legend of the like some of those other fel- long-term financial growth
lows, but! quit. I guess I am inyears in golf, when Ralph game.
prospects for this area," Mr.
herently lazy; I figured it was
Guldahl asked the question I
Ralph Guldahl,the U.S. Open time to settle
Williams said. "We are proud to
down."
had been postponing.
champion in 1937-38, left only
be a part of this community and
Like
most
Americans,
"I suppose you want to know his cleat marks on the pages of
Guldahl was inconvenienced by look forward to participating in
why I suddenly dropped out of history.
World War II. Golf didn't seem its continual growth. That's why
sight," he said, "everybody
"He was the greatest golfer very
important after Pearl we are here."
by Carl Riblet Jr.
in the world," recalls Fred Car- Harbor and
tournaments were after the third round of the
Guldahl
EarH coran..:'sud then be lost it Over...,
A kind of newspeak, used in an airline's adhart of golf. Fora brief period night. He woke up one morning scarce. Ben Hogan, Sam Texas Open at San Antonio.
Snead, Uoyd Mangrum and The rules then allowed a golfer
vertisement to sell the wonders of the superjet, he flamed like a shooting star.
and it was gone.
others became prominent to begin a tournament as an
says: "In a 747 you won't believe you're on an air- Then he vanished _
"In one year, he went from
again after a term of military amateur and finish as a pro.
In
a
span
of three years he Who's Who to Who's He."
plane." Well, you'd better believe it. You can't
service but Guldahl couldn't Guldahl made his decision
won the U.S. Open twice, the
That's a piece of the truth. pick it up again.
thumb a ride at 40,000 feet.
after 54 holes when he found
"I had played tournament himself in fourth place.
"Newspeak—a way of Saying one
golf for 12 years," he says,
"I said to myself, 'This is the
thing in the guise of its opposite."
"and I had no desire to go back. time to turn professional. I've
-Paraphrasing George Orwell
Part of it was that I had been got a chance to win some
in "1984"
neglecting my son, Ralph Jr. money here."
Having declared himself, he
He had been in and out of military schools while we were shot a 76 despite the handicap
STATE GOYESNHIENTS
%gm OF ACTSVETY
traveling and I wanted him to of breaking the hickory shafts
IN WOLF
IXECUTIVI VICE PIESIDINT
know his father. Maybe I final- on his three and four irons and
ly realized the extent of the finished in a tie for 11th. He
Southern Stotos Industrial Council
earned $100.
HORSES-Gov. Louie B. Nunn told a group involved in Kenpressure I had been under."
Later that year he drove with
tucky's horse industry that vaccine to immunize horses against
During World War II,
TURNING TO THE TEAMSTERS
the Venezuelan "sleeping sickness" would be available comGuldahl was a teaching pro at Ben Hogan to St. Louis in a
mercially in the state in about six weeks. Earlier, state
San Diego Country Club and the Model A Ford to compete in a
President Nixon's recent visit with the top brass of the
Agriculture Commissioner J. Robert Miller ordered an embargo
Medinah Golf Club, near Chi- $10,000 tournament. The
to
seeking
states
surrounding
of
that
many
citizens
in
view
four
doubt
shocked
Teamsters
Union
no
and
Texas
from
against horses
cago. Then he drifted into other precocious youngster had a 66
union's demonstrated contempt for the public interest and its jobs and virtual obscurity. that led the field in the first
enter Kentucky.
involvement with hoodlums. The fact that Mr. Nixon chose this Now,at 59, he is director of golf round.
"Being a little green," he
MERGE-The state Council on Public Higher Education ap- occasion for a little talk on law and order added to the sense of at Braemar Country Club in the says, "I didn't fare that
well
College
in
State
Fernando
Valley
ComKentucky
notorious
are
Vorthern
Teamsters
San
the
contributors
to
shock,
for
proved a merger between
from then on in. All the big
The
Law.
TarCalif.
of
Tarzana,
College
of
munity
lawlessness in the labor field.
Covington and Cincinnati's Salmon P. Chase
shots were there-Tommy ArMr. Nixon's private meeting with the Teamsters hierarchy zana, as you might suspect, mour, Walter Hagen, Harry
action gives Kentucky its third law school.
came after Jimmy Hoffa stepped down as president of the union. was the residence of Edgar Cooper, MacDonald Smith, Ben
author of a
BANKS-A pair of Spindletop Research reports have suggested a The longtime union boss, who is serving time in a federal prison Rice Burroughs,
series about a bare-chested Hogan. I went from 66 to 75 to 73
change in state law to allow banks to operate across county lines. for jury tampering,finally gave up his office in an effort to obtain
to 71; I remember the scores
jungle swinger.
The reports cite regional shortages of capital for business loans, parole this summer.
because it was such an -inGuldahl
returns
spring
Each
Parole officials will hear Hoffa's appeal shortly. If he is
and faults poor support by small banks of their local comdelible thing on my mind, I'll
Augusta,
Ga.,
as
a
guest
of
to
grounds
for
good
believing that a
paroled, the public will have
never forget."
munities.
the Masters tournament and he
high-level political deal was arranged with the Teamsters. The
He was still 18 and he tied for
by
mobs
recognized
rarely
is
JUSTICE-Kentucky's 1971 Comprehensive Justice Plan has public also will have every reason to be indignant and outraged. who rush from green to green ninth and won $200.
Jimmy Hoffa is a symbol of the lawlessness built into the labor
Guldahl returned to Dallas
been approved by the Federal government giving the state $5.3
for a glimpse of Arnold Palmillion in federal funds,Governor Nunn announced. Seventy-five movement-lawlessness that makes the ordinary union member mer, Jack Nicklaus and Billy where he worked as a profesfear for his job and his physical safety. If Hoffa is released, in Casper. But there was a time sional at a municipal course
percent of the funds are to be used by local government.
exchange for Teamster support at the polls, the cause of law and when he played the best on and one of his pupils was a
order will have been sacrificed on the altar of political ex- evern terms, and the best were pretty girl named Maydelle Laverne Fields. Before long,
pediency.
BREAK-INS-Governor Ntum ordered tightened security
Snead, Nelson and Hogan.
TRAVEL Kentucky's new, expanded and imThe fact that Jimmy Hoff& gave up the presidency of the
Guldahl was easy to identify Ralph wasn't charging Mayaround state buildings following disclosures of unauthorized entry
delle for her golf lessons and
Into thelovernor's office in mid-June and a break-in at the rural Teamsters is not especially significant in terms of the power because he was usually winproved highway and pilkway system. It bring%
then she became Maydelle
highway conuniisioner's office last week. Finance Commissioner situation in the union. The new union president is an old Hoffa pal. ning a tournament and combevery
park and part of Kfntucky within just a few
Guldahl.
for
Moreover, Hoffa still heads his powerful local in Detroit. Hoffa's ing his hair. He'd line up a putt,
Albert Chriten said his agency, which has responsibility
run a comb through his hair,
building security, has taken special new measures to combat the son also is in the union's power structure.
auita**•••••••• hours drive. There's no place like the Kentucky of
Mr. Nixon ignored these facts when he sat down with the and then stroke the ball into the
threat.
today ... to live and play.
ADULTS
Teamsters and thanked them for support on international issues. hole.
kid
him
still
about
the
They
WASTE-The state Health Department received a $60,000 federal He knew that this was a union that was perfectly agreeable to
grant to train persons for solid-waste projects. Under the funding, being run by a felon. He also knew, on the basis of the union's time he paused to comb his hair
sanitarians will be taught how to inspect disposal sites, and record, that the Teamsters were given to using roughstuff in after hitting his approach to the
he won the U.S.
managers and public officials will learn about construction and dealing with employers and its own members. Time and again, last green and
7:30 9:30
the union's links to gangster elements have been reported in Open for the second straight •
operation of such sites.
year. He knew he was a winner •GNVIlliamGHloiden
detail. Despite all this, Mr. Nixon held his summit meeting with
apconscious
of
his
was
and he
Gityan OV•leal
boxes for the collection of mail. the union bosses. He said that his door is always open to union
The Almanac
pearance.
spokesmen.
Hitler
pro1934
Adolf
In
By United Press International
"I had a good head of hair in •("CarleMalden
The irony and injustice of the situation is all the greater in view
Today is Monday, Aug. 2, the claimed himself Germany's
those days," he says, "and I • 1.••Make Edwards FM.
•
absolute dictator upon the of the administration's un-willingness to give hearing to the was proud of it. I wanted to look
124th day of 1971.
responsible conservatives who made possible his election in 1968. nice for the cameras."
The moon is between the first death of President Paul von
The White House palace guard--almost 100 per cent liberal-has
-Hindenburg.
Those were the years when
quarter and full phase.
f
no time for opponents of union tyranny of foes of the guaranteed golf was absurdly easy for
The morning stars are Venus,
annual wage notion. The White House bitterly resists efforts by Guldahl. Pressure inspired him
Einstein
Albert
Dr.
In
1939
Saturn.
and
Mars
Last 2 Days-7:45
Gov. Ronald Reagan of California to curb the welfare explosion or end, like Nicklaus today, he
The evening stars are Mercu- wrote President Franklin D.
Neighborhood
Legal
bring
free-wheeling
radical
Service
lawyers
was
especially
formidable
in
•
A story ot love.•
Roosevelt, warning that Gerry and Jupiter.
•
under control. But a presidential visit with the Teamster bast*
. s is the major tournaments.
Those born on this day are man scientists were trying to
Lea! •
Winning the U.S. Open for • Filmed by David
find methods of turning out an treated as a great opportunity.
under the sign of Leo.
It is no wonder that believers in law and order and in prudent. the second time, he shot 89 in
American playwright Marion atomic bomb and urged the
conservative public policies are bitter. The White House palace the final round when the comCrawford was born Aug. 2, United States to start at once.
CALL FREE: (1-800-372-2961) from any Kentucky
petition, including Snead, was
Roosevelt followed Einstein's guard, however, had better wake up to the fact that support from
1854
phone for your reservation in a Kentucky State Park. OR,
conservatives surely won't continue if there are more cheery unable to break 80.
it
advice.
On this day in history:
He was 19 when he won his
for descriptive brochures and further information, write
In 1968 a major earthquake summits with union bosses. And if Hoffa is paroled, there almost
In 1858 Boston and New York
GP,
•
certainly will be a major conservative effort to find a ne‘;
nest tournament and only It a
TRAVEL DIVISION Department of Public Information,
installed the first street letter hit Manila, killing 307 persons.
national spokesman for the law and order cause.
when he became a professional •41••41111.41 /11 •4141 4%.41 Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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Murray Legion
Takes District

411

By IRA MILLER
should be called "The Palmer- weird sights as PGA officials
tricd frantically to get the
UPI Spokts Writer
Nicklaus Benefit."
LIGONIER, Pa. (UPI) - For their parts, Arnold tournament completed before
Golf Club,
Valley
Bruce Crampton has the right Palmer and Jack Nicklaus are Laurel
Mayfield
Randy Oliver struck out 16 Paducah eliminated
was
course,
home
Palmer's
name
for
the
PGA
team
agreeable.
tournament in a 13-2
Paducah batters Saturday as from the
championship. He thinks it They shot 65 and 66 Sunday in done in a a monsoon.
for
exploded
Chiefs
route.
The
Murray won the American
On both the 17th and lath
the
the final two rounds of this
Legion First District Tour- seven hits and seven runs in
officials used dozens of
greens,
the
to
win
championship
year's
nament at Ty Holland Stadium by first inning, including back-tobetter-ball event by a record towels to try to soak up the
runs by catcher
home
hamshutting out the Chiefs 2-0.
water.
six strokes.
Tony Ness.
Murray.now 20-8, went through Mike Severn and
The victory was the fourth of
Their 257 total for 72 holes
with
two
came
Severna'
blow
elimination
tourdouble
the
By United Press International was a whopping 27 under par. the year for both Nicklaus and
another solo
hit
on.
Naas
men
nament without a loss, earning
It rained Thursday. It rained Palmer, who are the top two
Severna
Leading Batters
the right to participate in the blast in the fourth.
11-1.
They
are:
bottom
row,
left
Friday.
It rained Saturday. And money winners of all time but
League
runs-batted-in
National
five
The Cubs were the Ky.League CIIIIIMaina hr
divisional tournament this week finished with
a
,Gary Eaker,Timmy Barkley,
G. AB R. H. Pet. it rained Sunday, forcing a 21- are second and third on this
Barber,
(l
day.
Mark
the
Shelton,
for
Timmy
Warner,
right,
Allen
to
at the park of the Third District
Torre, St.L 108 415 62 151 .364 minute delay before Palmer year's list behind Lee Trevino.
Ricky Yates homered in the Ttmmy Barber, Rodney Esker, and Dan Potts.
winner.
Darrel
Mlles,
Warner,
Steve
Dunn,
Perry
Sims,
Mayfield.
Brett
100 401 67 142 .354 and Nicklaus could complete It was the third time in five
Dunn,
Bckrt, Chi
for
Bob
Second row,left to right, Coach
Oliver scattered six hits first
David Kennedy, Matt Bartholomy. and Glenn Eaker, Brck, St.L
105 433 85 145 .335 the final two holes and collect years, and second in a row,
Dunn,
Johnson,
Jeff
Bapple,
Dan
Charles
Saturday,
and
Murray smoicomit-oc-=-=-mcso-mic
that they won the team
91 364 60 122 .335 their checks for $20,000 each.
Clmnt,
Pit
Manager.
capitalized on two errors by
Photo by David Hill Garr, All
106 434 71 145 .334 What little challenge there championship, and it was
Paducah pitcher Mike Sims to
94 365 43 121 .332 was came from oldtimers Palmer's 60th PGA tour victoSnglln, Pit
score lone runs in the first and
75 302 58 98 .325 Julius Boros and Bill Collins, 17•
Cash,
Pit
third innings.
6
105 423 61 137 .324 who moved within two strokes
Davis, Ls
In the first, Mitch Ward led off s•=iico0icsi=i-X•escsoi0C>=.
American Least.
99 406 54 130 .320 twice in Sunday's third round MILTON SKATING CHAMP
Alou
with a single and went to second
East
80 298 38 95 .319 before fading to a second place
Pptn,
Chi
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) on an error by Sims.He took third
W. L. Pct. GB
tie with Bob Charles and Bruce
American League
Milton of Revere,
Ronald
on a sacrifice bunt by Brown
65 38 .631 ...
Devlin at 21-under-par 263.
Balti
G AB R. H. Pct.
Mass., won the senior men's
Crouch and then scored on a Boston
Cincinnati.
1
2
Smith-John
61 45 .575 5/
of
Bob
84 325 57 118 .363 The teams
respect for the man because, The Reds took a 4-3 lead in Oliva, Min
By NEIL HERSHBERG
figure skating title of the
fielder's choice on David Hughes. Detroit
56 49 .533 10
104 374 67 125 .334 Schlee and Miller Barber Don National Roller Skating chamafter all, he is an All-Star the top of the llth on Tony Mrcr, Ny
UPI Sports Writer
Charlie Robinson followed with a New York
/
2
52 56 .481 151
96 380 58 119 .313 January tied for fourth at 264 pionships. Milton, 18, will
When Dave KINGMAN, A pitcher," said Kingman.
3erez'h two-out homer. But the Otis, KC
double, Murray's only extra-base Washington
/
2 ROOKIE
43 61 .413 221
97 356 48 111 .312 and brothers Mike and Dave compete for the U.S. team in
Rojas,
KC
the
improved
sweep
FROM
FRESH
UP
The
hit, but he failed to score.
43 64 .402 24 Phoenix, learned he was to face Giants' lead in the National Dodgers came back to tie it Rchrdt, Chi 90 333 38 103 .309 Hill were all alone at 265.
Cleveland
the world championships next
Ward reached second two inwhen Bill Buckner was hit by a
West
Nicklaus made six birdies
All-Star pitcher Dock Fills, he League West to nine games pitch with the bases loaded and Rttnnuid, Bal
month in Barcelona, Spain.
nings later when Sims overthrew
Sunday_
W. 14L. Pct. GB
one
in
and
Palmer
90.306
89 294 53
had nothing but respect for the while the Pirates, who have lost then Crawford reached base on
first on a ground ball to the Oakland
66 39 .629
Pittsburgh hurler. But before four games in a row for the the interference call to end the Toyer, Min 101 420 63 128 .305 morning's 65, and in the
mound. After stealing third, Kan City
1
2
52 50 .510 12/
afternoon 66 each player made
Hwrd Wash
the day was over Kingman was first time this season, saw their game.
Ward came home on a base hit up
52 57 .477 16
102 280 42 115.303 three birdies. They had a
C*illfornia
to
shaved
East
the
NL
in
from
lead
of
respect
gain
a
lot
to
,the middle by Crouch.
Clay Kirby, with the help of a Mnchr, Wash 90 287 33 87 .303 chance to tie the tournament
1
2
49 57 .462 17/
dmlcago
1
2 games.
Ellis and the rest of the Pirates 8/
• Crouch was the only player Minnesota
triple play in the seventh
1
2
48 56 .462 17/
Del 86 277 47 82 .296 record of 256 they set in 1966
Los
action
In other NL
as well.
with two hits for Murray, while Milwaukee
inning, stopped the Braves on
46 60 .429 21
but failed, taking a bogey five
Home Runs
5-4
in
Cincinnati
edged
Angeles
runs
drove
in
four
Kingman
.Slms led Paducah with two
five hits in pitching San Diego National League: Stargell, on the soggy 18th.
Sunday's Results
New
nipped
Chicago
innings,
to
lead
11
Sunday
homers
with
two
ioafeties.
to victory.
Minnesota 10, New York 7
Pitt 38; Aaron, Atl 30; May, The winners played the final
In earlier action Saturday, Milwaukee 4 Washington 3 (1st) San Francisco to an 8-3 victory York 3-2 in the 'first game of a The Padres scored in the
Cin 27; Johnson, Phil 25; two rounds Sunday with the
with
sweep of scheduled doubleheader
over the Pirates a
fourth when Nate Colbert
Milwaukee 3 Washington 2 (2nd
disconsolate
Crampton
and
its doubleheader after a double the second postponed because doubled and Leron Lee followed Robertson, Pitt 22.
Boston 5 Chicago 1 (1st)
Now Offers
American League: Melton, Orville Moody. Moody and
trounced
Houston
rain,
homer
by
of
a
by Willie Mays and
Brown
then
with
a
triple.
011ie
Boston 6 Chicago 1 (2nd)
Cu! 25; Cash, Det 23; Nmith, Crampton were only five shots
Diego
Willie McCovey gave the Giants Montreal 8-1, San
slammed a double for the Bos 22; Petrocelli, Boa, Oliva,
Detroit 4 Calif 3 (16 lm)
behind at the start of the day
an 11-7 triumph in the opener. blanked Atlanta 2-0, and St. second run.
Oakland 7 Cleveland 3 (1st)
Minn and Murcer, NY 20.
but they shot a miserable 72
Kingman, who hit a grand Louis, and Philadelphia played
won
his
Blasingame
Wade
Oakland 4 Cleveland 2 (2nd)
Runs Batted In
and 74 and finished 20 behind.
slam homer Saturday in his to a 3-3 tie after 11 innings.
eighth game of the season,
Murray Pony League lost a Kan City at Baltimore ppd rain second
game, In the American League, scattering 10 hits, and drove in National League: Stargell, By No. 17, Crampton was so
big league
ipair of games in the District
Pitt 100; Torre, St.L 87; Aaron, discouraged that he actually did
Today's Probabte Pitchers
smacked both his second game Oakland swept a pair from
Saturday
in Milwaukee (Pattin 9-11) at round-trippers off Ellis, ow 15- Cleveland 7-3'and 4-2, Milwauk- two runs with a double to lead Atl 79; Montanez, Phil 73; use a chipping iron on the
,Tournament
Expos.
Houston
past
the
Paducah. In the first game, they California (Murphy 6-11), night. 5, after walks to Ken Hender- ee took a doubleheader from
Johnson,`Phil 69.
water-logged green.
Phone 753-8119
Juan Pizzaro stymied the American Leyte: Killebrew,
fell to South Gibson, Indiana 54. Oakland (Dobson 10-1) at son as the Giants finished their Washington 4-3 and 3-2, Boston
That was only one of the
in
only
six
hits
Nets
on
Minn 72; Petrocelli, Boa 70; B.
ID the second game, Paducah Kansas City (Splittorff 4-3), season's work against Pit- took two from Chicago 5-1 and
outdueling Tom Seaver. The Robinson, Bali 67; Melton, Chi,
Apok the Murray team 10-3.
night.
tsburgh with a 9-3 record.
6-1, Detroit edged California 4-3
second game loss Minnesota (Perry 12-11) at "I'm still in a daze," said In 11 innings, Minnesota out- Loss was the eight against 11 Murcer, NY and Bando, Oak 66.
`
victories for Seaver while
eliminated the Murray All-Stars Chicago (Bradley 9-9), night.
Pitching
Kingman. "I'm having trouble slugged New York 10-7 and Pizzaro, who fanned seven, is
from the tournament.
National League: Jenkins,
Washington (Broberg 2-3) at believing I'm here."
Kansas City at Baltimore was now 2-1.
Randy Shelton and Tony Detroit (Coleman 114), night.
Chi 17-8; Ellis, Pitt 15-5;
Kingman, who hit 26 home postponed because of rain.
The Cardinals and Phillies
Thurman pitched for Murray in New York (Peterson 9-7) at runs and drove in 99 runs with
Members of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Willie Crawford reached first played to a 3-3 tie when three Carlton, St.L 14-6; Downing, La
the first game. Thurman and Cleveland (Paul 1-1), night.
Association in District No. 4, Calloway County,(East
Phoenix of the Pacific Coast base on catcher Johnny Bench's runs scored by the Cardinals in 13-6; Johnson, SF 12-4; Dierrker,
David Frank were the second Boston (Tient 0-5) at Balti- League, said he was respectful interference to force in Manny
Hou 12-5; Stoneman, Mont 12-9.
the railroad) will meet at 2 p.m. Saturday, August
of
the top of the 12th were washed
game hurlers.
more (Leonhard 2-0), eight.
14, 1971, to nominate candidates for director. The
of Ellis when he faced him in Mote with the winning run with out by rain and the score American League: Blue, 19-4;
meeting will be held in the office of the Murray
the first inning.
two out in the llth and give the reverted back to the end of the Lolich, Del 16-8; Dobson, Balt
15-4; Siebert, Boa 144; Cuellar
y's Games
Warehousing Corporation, East Railroad Avenue,
mat ,,up, ,there full o1 Dodgers the victory over
11th.
t California (night)
mid McNally, 13alt 13-4; Culp
Murray, Kentucky.,
Oakland at Kansas City (night)
Boa 134; Hunter Oak 1341.
Minnesota at Chicago (night)
Saturday, August 28, polls will be opened at the same
Washington at Detroit (night)
location from 9a.m. until 4 p.m. and official ballots will
1415 Olive Blvd.
FOR SALE
New York at Cleveland (night)
be provided for members to elect a director for a term
r Hair Styling
Boston at Baltimore (night)
of three years.
FOUR BEDROOM Brick
home on 114 acre shaded
Razor Cuts
Saturday's Results
The election of August 29th wW be dispensed within the
lot. Located 1 mile west of
No
Minnesota
5
New
York
4
Regular
Only five professionals top that pressure.
event there is only one nominee and such nominee shall
Hazel on paved road. 2
By JACK MURPHY
Washington 4 Milwaukee 3
Appointment
figure and it's typical of this
be declared duly elected director for District No. 4 by
Copley News Service
baths, garage, carpeted
"I know it's intended as a
Hair
Cuts
Boston 6 Chicago 0
Necessary
quiet man. He also stands sixth compliment," he says, tactthe Election Committee
throughout. Price reduced
California 3 Detroit 2 (12 inns)
Advocates of shorter working on the all-time money list. In fully,.."but a machine I'm not.!
for quick sale. Owner
Oakland 9 Cleveland 1
hours and increased leisure for the estimate of his friends, he read that and I get a little
being transferred.
WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO
Baltimore 4 Kansas City 0
the working man should make stands even taller.
disturbed when I'm playing
Step into the
GROWERS ASSOCIATION
a
in
complimented
National League
most
Littler is one of the
a study of Gene Littler.
bad. I'm
Murray, Kentucky."
Phone
498-8303
Wonderful
trifle
East
Littler has made an art of admired golfers of the day. But way but the term seems a
W. L Pct. GB constructive loafing. His the admiration is limited ridiculous when I'm trying to
67 41 .620 ... typical work year consists 420 largely to other professionals hit a ball out of the bramble
Pittsburgh
1
2 weeks of tournament golf. and
58 49 542 8/
St. Louis
who • are bushes." people
56 49 533 91
/
2 Which leaves him only 32 weeks knowledgeable about golf.
Chicago
Perhaps Littler is basically
of the
The respect his skills, they calmer than many of his
54 50 519 11
of leisure.
New York
/
2 He seemed rather shocked appreciate his wit, and they contemporaries. But he rarely
46 61 430 201
=
Hi Philadelphia
V096
after winning the recent know he's a rare human being. allows his face to reflect agony
43 65 398 24
Montreal
Colonial National Invitational Genuine, modest and lacking in or elation.
West
DAYTONA BEACH
"There is nothing that
W. L. Pct. GB in Fort Worth when he checked meanness.
They also know he's a man of compares to the anguish of
67 43 .609 ... the calendar and discovered he
San Fran
\\\
Los Angeles 57 51 .523 9 had already played in 12 greater dimension than his playing golf for a living," he
says."I know I'm not as cool as
public image.
onday, Tuesday, Wednesda , August 2, August 3, August 4
57 54 .514 10/
1
2 :ournaments this year.
Atlanta
has people seem to believe I am.
alas,
The
press,
53
.505
111
/
2
54
"I've
got
to
Bring your lighthearted spirit .. . we Houston
ease off a bit," he
drab, I'm just as nervous today as I
supply everything else to romp
:•.omplained. "It's not even misrepresented him as
49 61 .445 17
Cincinnati
rest by the sparkling sea!
/
2 June yet and it seems as though methodical and unimaginative. was 15 - years ago, though I
39 70 .358 271
San Diego
Gene the Machine, they probably control it better.
• All rooms & suites are
I'm working all the time."
Sunday's Results
describe him. A guy who anoceanfront and have private
"It's a nervous game
Montreal
1
Houston 8
This kind of thing is basic to swers questions with "YeP"
balconies
because a man can't be sure of
Chicago 3 New York 2 (1st)
Uttler's
sense
of
humor. Mirth and "nope." In truth, he gives
• 2 Olympic pools,
Chicago at New York (2nd ppd is his constant companion, and the question the answer it how he's going to hit the ball
1100 ft. of private beech
rain)
he regards himself, golf, life as deserves. A good question and score. I guess I'm not as
jittery as a Dave Hill, but if a
•Color TV, phones, room service Los Mg 5 Cincinnati 4(11 inns a generally pleasurable affair., brings a matching answer.
golfer isn't nervous he isn't
He can be serious but he is
• Air conditioned & heated
San Diego 2 Atlanta 0
for
wonder,
You might
interested enough to be out
7
(1st
Pittsburgh
seldom
solemn.
Fran
11
San
about
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
example, how he feels
there.
You can't go to sleep on
(2nd
You
Pittsburgh
3
perhaps
have noticed being known as Gene the
San Fran 8
• Golf & Tennis privileges
the golf course."
St. Louis 3, Phila 3 (11 inns ppd that Littler already has won Machine. Mr. Cool. The man
The people who adore Arnold
• 9 hole putting green
two tournaments and earned who rarely displays emotion,
rain)
$82,000 playing golf this year. the golfer who is immune to Palmer are scarcely aware of
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
Today's Probable Pitchers
Littler. They 'are more insitter service
Cincinnati (Grirnsley 6-5) at
terested in a personality than a
• Manned entertainment
New York (Matlack 0-2), night.
fine golfer. It was the game
week long
• Across from shopping center,
Atlanta (Stone 4-3) at Phithat attracted Littler, not show
bowling, theatre
business.
ladelphia (Wise 9-9), night.
• Neer lei Alai, Dog Racing,
That's why he's not Gene
San Diego (Roberts 8-11) at
Auto Racing
Littler, Inc. Chances are Mark
St. Louis (Carlton 144), night.
• Great deep sea fishing
McCormack never thought of
Chicago (Decker 2-1) at
Beautifully
asking Littler to become a
Write far free breckett, rates. Houston (Wilson 8-7), night.
Laundered to Perfection
cleaned
and
client.
It
have
worked,
wouldn't
at
Los Angeles (Osteen 11-7)
Credit cards bowed:
anyway.
isn't
even
Littler
San Francisco (Cumberland 6- After going to the semi-finals of
pressed.
American Express, Diners CM,
partner Bobby Berger and fell. represented by an agent.
1), night.
tennis
National
12-and-Under
the
lank American', Master Ckerge
Winitsky and Berger won the
He had one for a while, a
(Only games scheduled)
tournament, Mel Purcell fell to
Zip Lining, Slack Suits, *Jed. and Fur Trim, Formal,
opening
set
6-1,
but
were
down
5-2
named Wally Dill.
chap
Tuesday's Games
Teddy Stearen Friday,in the next
to Purcell and Buford in the
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
He
just sort of drifted
Cincinnati at New York 2 to the last match of the tourney.
second before rain halted play. away,'' says Littler. "He
(twinight)
Stearen of Hindsdale, Ill.,
After the storm cleared Winitsky- couldn't sell me and I guess I
Atlanta at Philadelphia ( night) defeated the Murrayan 6-0,8-2, to
Berger came back to take the set wasn't very cooperative. Wally
San Diego at St. Louis (night) earn the final opposite Miami,
7-6.
was forever trying to book me
Chicago at Houston (night)
Fla.'s Van Winitsky.
Purcell, ranked 7th nationally in Australia or some sur.h place
dreary
plagued,
San
Francisco
Angeles
at
the
rain
In
I Los
MISCH MOTE.
prior to the start of the national, and I never cared much about
on hangers with any
as Pittsburgh at Montreal I night) day, Purcell and Hindsciale had
was to have played John Farfour Playing exhibitions. He'd have
CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
a
driving
as
hour
to
wait
for
an
Pew,
Oc.,nf
rGflt
MOt#1
dryeleaning
VOyatel SAW CI
order
Saturday's Results
for third place Friday, but the something for me but I would
downpour pelted the scene.
2424 N etteet.c are Dept
New, York 5 Chicago 2.
match was canceled when more be too tired, or I wouldn't want
Daytona Ileac% riatodi
The doubles team of Purcell
to travel, or 1'0 hate to leave
San Francisco 15 Pittsburgh 11
was forecast
and Tiger Buford won the rain
Nettle__
Montreal 6 Houston 4
competition my family, something of the
deciding set of a match post- Young Mel's next
always figured that
Weiss_ _
Philadelphia 5 St. Louis 4 (16
will be next week's Volunteer sort.
poned after each team had won a
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
exhibitions are a distraction
Inns)
starting
Nashville,
Classic
in
set Thursday. But they then ran
when a man is preparing for a
Los Angeles 4 Cincinnati 1
Monday.
In to Winitsky and a playing
tournament
Atlanta 3 San Diego 2
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Plans Completed By
Sheila Cunningham
For Her Wedding

She .just can't
shake relatives
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY You may not categorize this as a major
problem, but to me. right now, it is.
Recently my husband and I bought a summer place. We
wanted it mainly for our children's sake. For years we have
wanted to get away from the city and relax in privacy.
Now, the problem: My sister and her husband have
decided that they would like a place near us. They have
seven children. They now live a few blocks from us in the
suburbs. I love my family, dearly, but Abby, not next door
at all times!
I don't want to cause friction between families, but is
there a way to avoid this situation? Or am I being selfish
CAN'T SIGN
and unfair?
DEAR CAN'T: You are neither selfish nor unfair, just
realistic. I agree, too mach togetherness can raise any good
relationship to come apart at the seams, but unless your
relatives realise it [which they obviously do not] you would
have to be a master diplomat to suggest it without offending
them.
DEAR ABBY: I just graduated from high school and
made a lot of enemies without meaning to. You see, I sent
out 60 graduation announcements to let my relatives know
that I was graduating. I ordered the announcements thrn my
school like all the kids do.
Well, it seems that a lot of my relatives took the
announcement to mean they were invited to my graduation
exercises, which they were not because I got only four
tickets, which went to my parents and one set of
grandparents.
One aunt said that as long as she couldn't attend my
graduation, she could have lived without the announcement.
An uncle said that to him an announcement without an
invitation was like saying, "Send your present, but stay
IN THE DOGHOUSE
home." I would like your opinion.
DEAR IN: Not everyone construes an announcement as
a bid for a gift, but if your relatives do. in the future. skip
the announcements.
DEAR ABBY: I am a bride and new in the office. There
Is an older woman over me who recently lost her husband
and mother within a week.
I wanted to be extra nice to her, so as I was leaving the
office I said, "Have a nice weekend."
She looked at me real funny and said, "Come here." I
walked up to her and then she said, "Could YOU possibly
have a nice weekend if you had lost your mother and husband within one week?' I said, "No, I guess I couldn't. I
just didn't think." Then she said, -You will no doubt consider it rude of me for calling you down on your thoughtless comment, but it is time you learned to think before you
weak."
What do you think of this? I even went out of my way to
21 IN ST. LOUIS
try to be nice to her. What shall I do?
DEAR 21: 1 would first consider the fact that this woman
had been thru a very trying ordeal, and deserved to be
excused for criticizing your wellaneaning--however Inappropriate comment. And in the future I would try to
remember to think before speaking.
DEAR ABBY: Re "Fat Fanny" who can't seem to find a
restaurant with chairs big enough. Don't tell her to sit in a
booth. They all seem to be designed for beer bellies and
expectant mothers, and we thin folks have to sit on the edge
of the seats, and still we get peas in our laps.
J. A. D. IN LA GRANGE, GA.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box 15706, Les Uplift. Cal.
Mal. Fee a perusal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eavetope.

Sandra Futrell Is
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Z. Wilson, Complimented With
19 University Heights, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy, Household Shower
FBIRTHS4

Plans have been completed by Shawn Thomas, weighing eight Miss Sandra Futrell, bride1
2 ounces, born on
Miss Sheila
Cunningham, pounds 8/
elect of Roger Joseph, was
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Tuesday, July 27, at 9:26 a.m. at complimented Tuesday, July 27,
By PEGGY WALKER
Cunningham, for her wedding to the Murray-Calloway County with a household shower held in
Copley News Service
Hospital.
Teddy Lee Cohoon,son of Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Boyd Bissell.
They
have
another
son,
Marc
Mrs. John Cohoon.
The French women started
The gracious hostesses for the
The wedding will be an event of Owsley, age twenty months. The occasion were Miss Betty Bizzell, it, probably because, in one
Thursday, August 5, at eight father will be a teacher of health Miss Sherilyn Haley, Mrs.
sense at least, they are more
o'clock in the evening at the and physical education at Carolyn McClure, and Mrs. liberated than American
Calloway
County
High
School.
women, even without Women's
Memorial Baptist Church with
Jimmy Haley.
I. Billy Hurt of Paducah of- Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. The honoree chose to wear for Lib.
What they started, or at best,
ficiating at the double ring J. T. Wilson of Campbellsville the prenuptial event a striking
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter 0.
have
taken more seriously than
ceremony.
pant suit of tangerine knit with
American counterparts, is the
Garrison, Walker of Stanfored. Great
Bobbie
Mrs.
grandparents are Mr. and white trim and white accessories. braless look.
organist,will present a program
hostesses'
Mrs. W. H. LaMastus of Bowling Pie was presented a
While some
American
of music for the wedding.
soft mint car- Women's Lib enthusiasts are
of
corsage
gift
The bride-elect's only at- Green.
nations with ribbons tied in love burning their bras to be more
tendant will be Mrs. Rormie Hale.
knots securing two miniature equal to men, French women
Heidi
is
the
name
chosen
by
Joe Pat Cohoon, brother of the
wedding rings.
are discarding theirs in order
groom-elect, will be the best Mr. and Mrs. David W. Dowst of A color scheme of mint and to be more
appealing.
man. Ushers will be Wells 605 Broad Street, Murray, for white was used at vantage points
That is not to say the French
their
baby
girl,
weighing
seven
Overbey, Allen Cunningham, and
throughout the den and dining are not discriminating about
pounds fifteen ounces, born on
Donnie Cohoon.
room.
the contemporary braless look;
Following the ceremony a Thursday, July n,at 7:07 a.m. at The guests were seated in the in fact they seem to be quite so.
the
Murray-Calloway
County
reception will be held in the
spacious den surrounding the gift One newspaper, France Soir, a
Hospital.
fellowship hall of the church.
which was overlaid with a Paris daily, even came up with
They
have one son, Hans- table
All relatives and friends are
cloth centered with a a test to make it very clear to
mint
soft
1
2. The father is a
invited to attend the wedding and Taro, age 2/
its readership exactly who
bride centerpiece.
graduate
student
at
Murray
State
the reception.
Games were played and the should and should not take
University.
of the prizes presented advantage of bra liberation.
Mrs. Frances Dowel of'Warren, recipients
- It's a fashion question to the
to the bride-elect,
gifts
their
N. H.,and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
later opened her many lovely French, mind you, rather than
Sheltry of Grovetown, N. H. are
an equality question.
Lifts.
the grandparents. Mrs. Marion
Believing that women are not
Refreshme,nts were served
McKarney of Grovetown, N. H.,
the table overlaid with an all created equal, this is how
from
is a great grandmother.
olive green linen cloth edged France Soir, at least, suggests
delicate lace and women determine who should
Miss Linda Brownfield of
Mr. and Mrs. Dorse Croley of with wide
and should not be liberated —
lovely
with
a
Murray, bride-elect of William Benton Route Seven announce centered
from the bra. A pencil is all
carsoft
mint
arrangement
of
Hogan Bryan, was honored at a the birth of a baby boy, Stacy
that's needed for those who
prenuptial party in Paris, Tenn., Edwin, weighing seven pounds nations and greenery arranged in wish to test themselves.
compote. Other apon Friday, July 23.
Ready? Place that pencil
eleven ounces, born on Thursday, a silver
Mrs.Truman Murphy and Mrs. July 29, at 10:15 a.m, at the pointments in crystal and silver horizontally into the fold under
the
mint
and
in
serving
were
used
Bernard Riggins entertained at a Murray-Calloway County
the breast. Should the pencil
white wedding bell shaped fall, you score. That is, you
undaeon in the Riggins home on Hospital.
mints, and don't need the support of a bra
Grove Street where a bridal
The new father is employed at cookies, nuts, party
(a T-shirt maybe, but not a
theme in the chosen wedding the Lawrence Wheel Alignment softly tinted mint punch.
bra) and you qualify to go bracolors of purple and white Company, Benton.
Brandon designed the less. However, if the pencil
prevailed in all apoointments and
Granparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Jo
floral arrangements for stays put, well, sorry ladies,
the menu.
Junior Lee Croley and Mr. and lovely
but you need one.
The honoree greeted her Mrs. J. B. Parrott, all of Benton. the prenuptial event.
Lest anyone be confused, this
Approximately thirty-five
friends in a lovely pink crepe
persons were present or sent
dress with a full pleated skirt.
gifts.
Wide ecru lace trimmed the long
sleeves and the waistline. Her
gift corsage was of crnbidium
orchids in shades of pink. Her
Monday, August 2
mother Mrs. Ray Brownfield
wore an attractive navy and
white sheath, Mrs. Murphy The Ladies Steak Night will be
received in a white knit and Mrs. held at the Oaks Country Club at
6:30 p.m. All ladies are asked to The plans have been completed
Riggins in blue knit.
The two tables were centered sign up at the pro shop or call for the wedding of Miss Deborah
with bouquets of roses and had Doris Rose, Grace James, Sue Mabry to Louie Greenfield. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
place cards in bride and groom Outland, or Linda Adams.
Robert J. Mabry of Murray, and
design. Ftasberry parfait topped
off the delicious menu that in- Groutiiref the Baptist Women he is the son of Mrs. James Hurt,
of the First Baptist Church will also of Murray.
cluded blueberry salad, all
The ceremony will take place
turkey and a vegetable casserole. meet as follows: Lottie Moon
Seated with the two hostesses, with Mrs. Calvin Morris at 7:30 at the St. John's Episcopal
Mrs. Bronwfield and the honoree p.m. and Kathleen Jones with Church, 1620 Main Street,
were Miss Mary Lee Brownfield, Mrs. Myrtle Wall at 7:15 p.m. Murray, on Sunday, August 8, at
tour o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. A. C. Jackson, Mrs. Theron
Tuesday, August 3
Rev.Robert Burchell,formerly
Hastings and Miss Leslie
Group II of the First Christian of Murray,now campus minister
Rteititia.
Church CWF will meet at the for the University of Louisville,
The bride-to-be was presented
home of Mrs.B.D.Hall with Mrs. will be the officiating minister,
a set of matching linens.
Ed Filbeck s cohostess at two and will be assisted by John
n Riley will be Whitrner as acolyte. The organist
p.m. Mrs.
are
Heels on men's boots
eader.
program
the
will be Mrs. Leonard Whitmer.
on the way up for fall and
A reception will follow the
winter, says the American
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order church rites, and will be held at
Footwear Institute. Ornaof the Rainbow for Girls will mee the Murray Women's Club House,
ments are big and brawny.
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m Vine Street, between Broad and
Seventh Streets.
Ireirme 713-11111er 733-4547
Only out of town invitations
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
have been mailed, and all friends
and relatives are invited to both
the wedding ceremony and the
reception.

Linda Brownfield
Honored At Party
At Riggins Home

Mabry & Greenfield
Vows To Be Read
On August 8

is President of Sigma Alpha Iota
'Music Fraternity. Miss Ball will
graduate from MSU in June of '72
with a degree in Music
Education.
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Not too

much!

Too
much
tenderizer
may make meat mushy or
crumbly, mealy or even
dry. The tenderizers work
as meat warms from ming-

eratnr temperature in the
first stages of cooking—but
be careful how you use it; .
don't use too much.
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Did you know that thiamine in canned fruits and
vegetables is well retained
when stored for one year at
65 degrees F? When stored
at 80 degrees F for one
year, losses may be increased to 15 per cent in
eeated fruits, and to 25 per
cent in canned veoatatil.a.
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strawberries. sweetened if
desired.
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1301 W. Main Street, Murray

pare yet a satisfying finale
to a light meal. Place welldrained canned cling peach
halves cut side up in individual Mary Ann sponge
cakes. Top with a scoop of
ice cream and crushed

dau
Iti
lar
at O

TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

5NMK

Here's a peach of a dessert that is simple to pre-

Movie

121

1 1 311 7:
/.4 1 674101;

up to '/2 Off

Peach dessert

Storage tips

10
3111

The Fashion Shack

Mae West would never pass,
but perhaps there are worse
things than having a cup that
runneth over, so to speak.
If not a common practice at
this point, bralessiess is at
least becoming a household
word.
Yves Saint Laurent initiated
something of a trend in 1966-69
when he showed transparent
blouses over braless bodies.
Cardin followed up in '69 with
navel-plunging necklines that
revealed the boson, and who
could forget Rudi Gernreich's
topless bathing suit?
But in those days we gasped
and forgot.
Times have changed. New
York designers showed spring
and summer collections
recently on models who were
often either braless or achieved
that natural look via very soft,
unconstructed, no-shape bras.
And necklines continue to
plunge.
Word is the monokini was a
favorite on European resort
beaches this last simmer.
That's right — Monokini" —
it means only half a bikini, and
you can guess which half went.
Covered or uncovered, it

Bread and other baked
products with higher nutritional value and potentially
Iowa cost may be in your
near future. Researchers at
the State Agricultural Experiment Station. Kansas
State University, Manhattan, Kan., discovered that
by using three emulsifiers
already known to the baking industry, more protein
concentrates may be added
to wheat flour without adverse effects on eating
qualities, texture, or appearance. The method also
can be used with starches
and flour from crops grestal
in tropical areas, such
corn and cassava. It's good
news for weight-watchers,
too. The researchers found
that less shortening is required in baked goods with
the emulsifiers.

Free Pickup and Delivery

NOW!:

instructor of
For the past two weeks Miss Larrie Clark is the
has
purpose
whose
class,
this
Belinda Ball has been in charge
of the Music 300 class at Murray been these couple of weeks to
State University. Miss Ball, from learn the construction of and the
Henderson, learned the art of use of puppets in the elementary
puppet making in Anchorage, classroom When used correctly
Alaska last summer during her puppets can be effective instay there as a summer struments in the education of
missionary. She is active in BSU, children. These puppets will be
displayed on the third floor of the
First Baptist Church Choir, and Fine Arts Building next week.

test is no parlor game, even
though a popular parlor game
among the boys these days may
be trying to guess "who does
and who doesn't."
There was a time when it
wasn't heard of. But reports
are that something like 16 per
cent of the French women now
admit to rarely or never using a
bra.
Other figures indicate only
something like 18 per cent can
honestly pass the pencil test.
Most of these are young girls or
underdeveloped women.

Leaner bread

SPECIAL OFFER
Good Thru the Month of August!

Poe Akira now booklet. "What Teee-Agers Wsat le
'Lew," send SI to Abby. Dm MSS. Les Angeles, CaL MM.

Miss Belinda Ball
Conducts Puppet
Sessions In Class

French women
have braless test
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seems, then, that the braless
trend is here, even if observed
by only a minority of women
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Honest.
New
Unscented
Aqua Net leaves
no smell at all.
So it can't Inwith
terfere
costly
your
perfume. Holds
hair softly but
firmly even in
dampest
weather. To a
lot of girls,
Net
Aqua
makes
even
more
sense
without
the
scent.

DISCOUNT DRUG OEN
BuyBoth
UNSCENTED & REGULAR

Compare
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/ Selection
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$1.29

Aqua Net
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the loveliest
scent a
hairspray
can have.
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Low Price
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FREE
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Day ar
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Reg. 99'

More?

Famly
Size
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Low Price

$2.°0 Value
SayRite's
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Price

id.

DISCOUNT
COSMETICS
Intimate Boutique Spray

$5.00$288

Heaven Sent Spray

$4.50 $288

Model K20

Ambush Spray Col.

$4;°8 $288
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at 51995
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Social Workers Seeking Help
In Deciding Fate Of Juveniles

,
-

.11.ra

PAO M091-910T PAJAMPAPANTS—Commerce Secretary
•MauriceStans illustrates in Washington the department's new ruling that beginning July 30, 1973, all
children's sleep'wear must.be'flameproofed by the manufacturer. He held a mateh to the unflameproofed nightwear on the big doll at left, and look what happened. He
is holding a lighted match against the flameproofed
nightwear of the doll at right—no burning.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

rI

Caudal
appendage
SS Enemy
.41 Scene of first
miracle
Assistant
13
9 Possess
54 City in Russia
15 Made ready
17 Jump
18 Item of
,
1 0Perti
19 Units of
currency
21 Outfit
23 Unit ot
Portuguese
menwtcy
24 Small rug
27 Chief
executive
22 Dry
44 Mohammedan
nary*
35 Greenland
, settlement
36 Penitent
39 Simian
40 Hawaiian
rootstock
41

Revolver

43
47
51
52

Comes back
loop
Solar disk
Causes to lose
wifeeintrol
Body of water
Female deer
Bishoprics
Goals
Female sheep
Sea eagle

1/4
.55
56
57
58
59

3 Roman date
4 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
5 Preposition
Was in debt
7 Approving
8 Clash
9 Region
10 Approach
11 Mountains of
Europe
16 On tiptoe
20 Hawaiian
wreath
22 Thankfulness
24 Deface
25 Exist
26 Gratuity
28 Guido's high
note
29 Greek letter
30 Short sleep

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

002 B000 U020
000 OODU
rni"20009R033
00000
BOOM 000M0
00000 00S BOO
030030 00=00
MOO BOO 00000
00MMO 0M00
0000M 0MOMM
090000MOM 000
00M0 M000 DOM
UOMO 0003 M00

man
oculoa

31
33
37
38
42

Definlis article 44 Short 104144
Relies en
45 Selt
Conturiction
46 Winter
precipitation
Melody
Pertaining to ," Above
49 Observed
Norway
43 Herb of mustard 50 Actual being
family
53 Born

DOWN
1 Bark cloth
2 Ventilates

Distr. by
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FRANKFORT,Ky.-The peace the effectiveness of social
and harmony of a family is being welfare problems," said Comdestroyed. Havoc has been the missioner Perkins. "Previously,
effect of a 17-year-old son taking research in social welare has
to roaming the str -iets, dealt exclusively with people
congregating in local hangouts, involved in the programs, s such
experimenting with drugs and as juveniles, welfare recipients,
etc.
the hippie scene.
A public offense is committed. "Through such data analysis,
Picked up by the local however, an evaluation would be
authorities, the teenager is made, based on the internal
brought before juvenile court, workings of the departments. In
this way, varying degrees of
subject to its adjudication.
Before the court formulates its effectiveness could more readily
decision, however, workers from be seen,and better services could
the state Department of Child be provided for the same exWelfare are consulted and faced penditures."
with making a recommendation Collier indicated thats the
determining this teenager's federal government has been
increasing its own use of
future.
research
Should the youth's sentence be operations
for
probated-allowing him to remain allocating its vast resources."By
at home while he received using this objective approach, the
counseling from a child welfare efficiency and quality of public
worker? Should he be committed service programs has imto the Child Welfare Department proved," he said.
Asked if Kentucky's social
for placement in a juvenile
treatment center? And if com- welfare departments can look
mitted, which program wou4d forward to operations research
techniques, Perkins replied that
most aptly fit his needs-?
Presented with such policy the conference presented only an
decisions, Kentucky's child introduction to the new problem•
welfare and social welfare solving approach.
In his own department of Child
workers are challenged to
provide the most effective Welfare, however, he said he
remedy for a citizen's-even a hopes to provide new staff to
implement the operations
Juvenile's-problems.
To improve the effectiveness of research study.
the social welfare alternatives
and services available to that
individual, representatives from NIXON'S PLANE
state social welfare departments WASHINGTON ( UPI) -The
participated here recently in a President's plane has a new
two-day Operations Appraisal name: "The Spirit of '76."
President Nixon renamed Air
Seminar.
The chief of the sponsor Force One to mark the
agency, Child Welfare Com- beginning of the American
missioner George Perkins, Bicentennial Celebration. The
described the seminar as President formalized the name
"focusing on means by which change Friday before boarding
social welfare agencies can the Boeing 707 for a trip to
expand and improve programs Canton, Ohio.
and services provided the state's
citizenry."
Directed by John T. Collier, of
the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the
conferees discussed a new approach-the use of data analysis
or operations research-to help
social' welfare departments
choose more objectively between
program alternatives.
In operations research,
programs, services and other
aspects of a problem are
first to a numerical basis. Then
research techniques, like those
&rtMsyof
employed by the military to d
ADRIEN de GERLACHE
determine cost-effectiveness
1866 - 1934
ratios, are applied to social
Belgian Explorer • Leader of
welfare problems.
Antarctic and Arctic Scientific
"Operations research would
Expeditions
provide a new tool for improving

A clean carpet not only
looks better but lasts longer.
To keep the carpet in shape,
vacuum regularly, treat stains
and spots promptly, and sham-

poo when necessary. Shampooing has been simplified
with new equipment which can
be rented or purehabed.

would never be silly enough to
DOG BUFF SAVES CATS
IPSWICH, England (UPI)- get stuck up a tree.
Three surgeon Alf Garnham,
61, climbed up ,Lo rescue his
50th cat from a treetop
Monday.
Reflecting later on his career
as a cat rescuer, Garnham
said: "No cat has ever
THE
scratched me. Perhaps they
like me-but I don't like them.
I'm a dog man myself. A dog

STARTS ON
—FRIDAY--

FISH NET

WHITE WAY
BARBER SHOP
HAS MOVED TO

FOR RENT
Vacation Cabin

HOSPITAL

DEER
XING

1==1111

SIGN LANGUAGE—Here are two of the symbolic traffic
signs Pennsylvania is in process of setting up on its
115,000 miles of highways. Recognizable symbols in
rolur are gradually replacing legend -bearing signs.

Located on Kentucky Lake
Furnished 2 bedroom, in
eluding linens, dishes, T.V.
air conditioner. Rent by day
week or month.

North Tenth & Main
Immediately North
of Memorial Baptist
Church on Tenth Street
Ammismoomei.

Phone

502-492-8622

TRAILER; to
Brandon Dill
Court after 4 p
please.

TWO BEDRC
apartment, s
damned. La!
yard. Availab
7457.

FURNISHED
one and two b
and dryers
merman Apar
Sireet. Phone'

La
rpeted, re
ioned. Loci
res. Avail
, couples
nth. Phone

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 OA. Sundays

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed.,
August 2-3-4

W ONE-BE
ent,
area, pl
11 carpet,
joining C0111
one 753-8646

KING SIZE

TOY POWER
LAWN MOWER
or
GARDEN SET

NESTLE
CANDY BAR
/
2-oz.
Big 61
Crunch-Nut and
Fruit-Milk
Chocolate

BED R0011
ent,
ing area,
, air con
set space,
ted 13031
llege. Phone

Hoe-Shovel-Rake

* SPECIAL ON MATERIAL *

Choc. & Almonds

POLYESTER &
COTTON BLEND

Regular 39'

45" Width
Regular 2/s 1

COTTON
PRINT

ENTY 'T
utiful, qui
. 171, Kentt
, 3. Write
iirray, Kent

Regular '1.27

82;

36" & 45" Widths
Regular 84'

22d.

CE TWO tx
carpeted,
11753-7550.

Now he can garden
like Dad!

42;
yd

FOR
MIXING -STORING
1 qt

OBILE HO
Lake, 10 mils
Panorama
bedrooms, 16]
seperate din
electric
h
conditioning, .
including was
one 436-5571

V

2 qt.
3 qt.

*AKE FRO?
cky lake.
eekend, or
rnished. Ca
,

4 qt.
"I HAD ALLJAVS DREAMED OF
SOMEDAY BEING AN EAGLE AND
SOARING HIGH ABOVE THE CLOUDS,
BUT MO hi DREW ARE OVER I IA5 WASHED MIT FOR GETTING
100 MAN' BEAK-BLEEDS."

FOR R

kICE FURNI
1,4 block fr(
ater tura
th, coupli

nature Syndicate,

DEAR FRIEND OF FRIENDSI AM A FAILDRE-I NAVE
JUST la1/451487 OUT OF EAGLE
CAMP-!EEL TERRIBLE...
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PLASTIC BOWL
SET

STYRO CUPS
Keeps drinks hot or cold.

FOF

Vacati

ated on
urnished
luding lint
conditioi
k or mo

4 Bowls

Regular 57'

I VADfsIDIER HOW
AUNT FR ITZ I WOULD
LOOK WITH
'STRAIGHT HAIR

Regular 99

•

38;

Nancy
I LIKE YOU
BETTER WITH
CURLS

4 Lids

502-

74;

JERGEN'S
DEODORANT

TUSSY
WIND & WEATHER

SOAP
Anti-Bacterial

Bar

Regular 2/35`
p40, BOOK

REDCOATS ?")

11;

JACKETS • •

W0 BEDW
tral heat
ed. Availal
month.Ph

NE BEDE
artment,
ter and se
e 753-9741

For hands and body.

CLOSE•UP TOOTHPASTE

-..N.
(...._.W IT 14

4

LOTION

4.75-oz. Bar
• S sso
.ss Woe Nos.. Isrissso. int

FURNISHED
taro and thi
cnmplete kit(
tiath for co
4ampus. Phon

12-oz.
Plastic Bottle

New

Mint or Red
3-0z. Size

Regular 57'

36

FO

Regular '2.00

66;

B-2

Alka-Seltzer

PAPEC SILA
silage wagon
cost. Dr. J. C
Mayfield, Ky
Between Tri-C

BRACE yours
first time you
clean rugs. F
shampooer $:
Home of "The
Well"

•

LISTERINE
Reg.

36'

Regular or Super Hold

13-oz. Size
Regular 88'

ALKA-SELTZER

NO1

r......

25 TABLET SIZE

THE HA:
vA

Ihtipilar 664

36;

BEAU'
201 S
a -Is open
'Saturday 8:1
'operators;
APeggy Noel,
'will be glad
apoiatineat fo:
Phone

ST 2, 1971

slough to

,SIACffO,p,cxFp AWAINTATIPS

ET

FOR RENT

lop
TO

lain
rth
List
Street

NMI/
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

NOTICE

I

FETY
WAY SA
r.

AX( TOY Poodles and Irish DOES YOUR figure
need imSetter Puppies. Phone 753proving? Call Shapemakers of
„fa.;
ABiis 51eita,stiliala ---LRPtoblia- t=i cillReas
1862
Tiltallagli
AMC Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
SPHMIRS
By ARTHUR GODFREY
_
Eat Your Horne
guaranteed.
Are Poison
A25C
National Chairman of The Highway Safety Foundation
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
their first chili
in Kentucky. No increose in
y
pennexpecting
illi
reGwcaoirtlea were
eN
thU
11H dYO
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
110III 1,,..---a
ROBINSON Grocery
prices. Country Boy Stores, the BEAN Ni)A
tspare in their fern&
apartment, stove and air conand
a"--...a.....all grocerv
joi
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles has 20 percent off, on )
nitioned. Large fenced back
-- - - - - - budget.The lived about 10 miles from his factory
i,„,....,,
ira[it
ROACH1S
from HopkinsVille, Junction Ky.
work.
from
and
to
get
yard. Available now! Call 753items' located on .'`.- ww11 and a ar was needed to
Carry Germs
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Road near Panorama Shores.A3C
TFC
7457.
The big, white numbers on the car windshield retu
P.m
,
Aug30C
Cat am 04
$135. The "sympathetic" used-car deal'
Be
job?
5
to
9
CAN'T TAKE A
do not receive your '
you
FURNISHED
If
APARTMENTS
1
er said he felt sorry for the youngsten
PESTS
independent. Be an Avon SLABS & SAWDUST. W. 11: paper by six p.m. call 753one and two bedrooms. Washers
so he let them have the auto for $10(
Representative and earn moneY Avery Lumber Co., Puryear
between 6:00 and 6:30
and dryers available. Zimcash. It was one of those used car oper
suit
that
hours
you.
Tenn.
TFC p.m.
during the
merman Apartments, South 18th
ations that crop up every spring ii
Have
Meet people. Win prizes.
*vet. Phone 753-6609.
Aug.3C
some vacant lot like mushrooms. Then
easy to get started. Just FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. tt.
fun. It's ea
were about a dozen older cars on the lot
call collect after 6 p.m. 365-9424 chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft. JANE'S CERAMIC Shop is
NICE FURNISHED apartment,
hours
24
work
deceived!
Termites
and "cash and carry" was the name ol
Do
be
not
write Mrs. Janet Kunich,1 upright $244.66 delivered, starting lessons August 3 from
or
1$41 block from sports arena.
Ward,510 Main 756- 6:30 to 9:30 each Tuesday and
the game. You know the type. No guar;
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer Manager, Route 2 Box 136A A. Montgomery
Water furnished, $70.00 per
nag.
TM'. Thursday night. Large variety of
Princeton, Ky.
antees. Nothing. Let the buyer beware
'
753nth, couples only. Call
greenware. For more inCALL
The dealer talked fast and the couple
14' Ft. Aluminum Boat & Trailer formation
A2C
ation pho
A3c
phone 7534533.
actually thought they were gettifig E
2 HP Johnson motor, very
1
with 5/
buy on the 10-year-old auto.
I D HOUSE with two
• •
Arthur Godfrey good
'
MIshaPe•2295.°11 Call 436
and
Less than 60 days later, the youns
A2c ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser5548.
• -• •'ma, large kitchen, fully
man and his wife were en route to the
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Apply at the Shoe
• rpeted, rec-room, air conFar382-2468,
"new" auto. As they moved closer
supermarket
phone
their
in
Sanders,
Panorama
at
Located
ioned.
,
•
1970 DATSUN station wagon, air
Department, Big K,
A5C a steep hill, the young man stepped on the brakes ir
mington, Kentucky.
': •res. Available Aug. 30-May
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
conditioned, with radio and rack
Murray, Ky.
order to halt for a stop sigtrat the base of the hill. H(
, couples only. $140.00 per
753-3914 Day or Nite
Phone
Phone 753-7117.
A2C
See
AUT0111Elgt SALE
ASP
753-8846.
may as well have pushed On the cigar lighter. Nothing
Phone
th.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yews
Mr. Windhorst, Mgr.
Has pLymosms Road Raraier, happened. The brake. were gone. The car shot over thi
USED AIR-CONDITIONER one
W ONE-BEDROOM furnished
V Licensed by State of Kentucky
two door hard top, automatic stop sign, across a heavily traveled state highway and
. • : • ent, living room, kitchenBABYSITTER WANTED for 2 year old, good condition. Phone transmission, 14,000 actual miles, into a field. The young family may have been short or
Commerce
of
Chamber
Member
V
• , ing area, private bath, wall to
A2C phone 753-4429 after 5 p.m. A4P cash and used car know-how, but they were long or
year old boy, morning only. Call 4374604.
• II carpet, air conditioned,
luck. No one was injured and the only damage to the
753-6306.
A3C
'VICES OFFERED
SER
f 441 ; t
: ;joining college, 1303 Chestnut.
REGISTERED POINTERS and
flattened the stop sign
-WANTED: WOMAN for salad Setters. Puppies and older dogs. 1963 FORD BUS, best bid over car was a small dent where it
A2C
'one 753-8648.
'
Within minutes, a team of accident investigators from
$250.00. See at Memorial Church
dept. Must be neat, efficient sad call Bob Bazzell 753_5169.
lot. Owned by Baptist Student the Highway Safety Foundation was on the scene. II
able to furnish good references.
BEDROOM FURNISHED
A2c didn't take long to determine the cause of the accident.
Experienced preferred but will
- •: . ent, living room, kitchentrain if willing to learn. Fall time AKC REGISTERED Derman
ob
Union.
The brake lining on the 10-year-old car had broken.
______.:
_
• lag area, private bath and
unod 1960 GTO. Been
work. Afternoon shift, No phone Pinscher;• 90 cc Yamaha,wrecked, has a Closer examination revealed that the entire brake sys, air conditioned, lots of
• racking horse •
calls. Apply Colonial Homo condition'
' 400 motor and automatic trail. tem was badly deteriorated. "Temporary" repairs had
.'set space, private entrance,
A2c ASPHA mare,-2yr. old colt, fillie
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
Smorgasbord.
smission. Both are in good shape. been made in several places. Even before the brake linated 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
yearling. Phone 753-1348.
A2C phone 4384184.
A2C ing gave way causing the accident, the condition of the
A2C
, llege. Phone 753-8648.
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
HOME WORKERS
WANTED.
brake system made the vehicle unsafe by any standards.
pups, ARC
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
part-time,full-time work at home SAINT BERNARD
CE TWO bedroom apartment,
This is just one case from our files that points up an
terms call 554_1967 DATSUN, for sale or take
Easy
terms.
Easy
carpeted, near University.
mailing our circulars. For details reg,,,.ist„,..ered,,..„-needing closer examination by federal and state
area
condition,
Good
Payments.
436-5332
TFC over
ST. LOWS, MO. Ph.
A4C
'rush self-addressed, stamped ."''''""""''•
I :11 753-7550.
low milage. Call 753-7117 or 753- lawmakers.
anvelope and 35c to US EnToday there is a great deal of concern about the
A3P
1971 RCA COLOR console TV 8210.
' ENTY TRAILER space;
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
.
..,., .‘,., ..”'
yof new cars. But how about used cars-especially
afet
control.
Call
ways
• :utiftd, quiet living.High
FOR SALE Mayfield, Kentucky 421366. TFC remote
ESTATE
-R
r
‘
it
".
's"
"'
cm
FOR YOUR BLOCK AND
1965 V.W. SEDAN with sun roof, those sold as "good transportation" to millions of Amer• , 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
., 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION SMALL FARM; good location;
PAIR OF DRAPERIES with Inquire at 732 Vine St. after 8:00 icans each year? This is particularly true of vehicles
&
LOST
FOUND
business or future investment.
August2C
matching sheer and gold traverse p.m.
A3P sold by small fly-by-night used car dealers who specialiirray, Kentucky.
CALL
One mile East Murray, apbeige,
rod, fits 108 inch window,
ize in "low price and quick turn-over" and provide no
. OBILE HOME on Kentucky
proximately 10 acres pasture. LOST GLASSES, black-green a 135. phone 753_7481 after 5:00
Bynum Construction
guarantee on any vehicle's condition. Had it been necesRENT
OR
SALE
FOR
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. brown color, lost around Farmer pin.
house,
airROOM
for the young man'A car to be state inspected besary
SEVEN
C
A2
Two DALE BYNUM -BOB GRACE Cozy older 7 room house, modern. Ave., and West Main. If found
Panorama
Shores.
'conditiolied,eke& neat; storm fore the sale was consummated, the accident probably
bedrooms, 16:16 ft. living room,
call 753-1916.
•
BY OWNER,white a . duplei32o2i wouldn't have occurrect
floor carpeted.
generate dining Totem, central
ItSibetyPeOfitratioir 4 f;714411°414,34call-43f.--Atc
Al house in good •, • • in,
••• . ..
ll' InSotwn. Call
electric
inM Wlale
wsaila
A
heat
This year tens of thousands of Americans will purairand
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold copper plumbing. Located on evenings.
J31C chase used cars which are potential killers. If you are in
conditioning, all new appliances,
PHONE 753-8368 or 492-8186
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, near West Main Street. Ira- Olive, excellent income property,
including washer. On private lot.
market for a used auto, particularly one over five
Bethel Road - Murray, Ky. full basement, large corner lot, portant papers inside. If found both apartments rented and
hone 436-5571.
A3NC
years old, don't wait for a law to be passed. Have the
1700
Interested
please
call
transferring.
$11500.
call Pat at 753-9427. furnished,
..., 75x150. Owner
vehicle inspected by a reliable source prior to completA2C
TFN 753-3143.
LAKE FRONT cabin on Ken- wfu.,.D0 sewing in my home. Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone Reward offered. _
ing the sale. It could save your life!
TFC
cky lake. Rent by day, phone 4364424.
753-4178.
TFC
DiRtribilted by Central Pres:,
eekend, or week, everything
FOR SALE OR TRADE BABY BED, spring mattress, all
in good condition $20.00 phone
sites would resume Monday
AK FURNITURE REFINISHING. OWNER IS SELLING custom
rnisned• Call 753-n5°.
A3c
with or without the striking
0
All work guaranteed. Free pick- built brick home, leaving town. ANTIQUE CHINA cabinet and 7674685A
carpenters.
up and delivery. Free estimate. Three large bedrooms, two full table, will sell or trade for old
"Our position is strong. We
Antique or natural finish. Jerry baths, abundant wardrobe and model used car. Phone 492-047 or BELTONE FACTORY fresh
CARSON CITY, Nev. (UPI)
will picket until we get a conAug24C storage space, convenient kit- 437-4155.
McCoy,753-3045.
A2C hearing aid batteries for all make - Houses of prostitution in
tract," Sims stated.
ract,"
aids. Wallis Drugs. 11'C
hearing
dingt
Vacation Cabin
chen arrangement inclu
ekada soon will be serving
.CUSTOM HAY BALING and putN
Sims said he hopes to conmany
kitchen
large
lot,
PARTIALLY
cabinets,
WOODED
Located on Kentucky Lake
in barn.Phone 753-8090.
A4C living room with direct access to 105'x160' in
as experimental laboratories
duct negotiating session with
Sherwood Forest. EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
Furnished 2 bedroom, in
the AGC although the contraceconomical, Blue Lustre carpet in the control of venereal
comfortable
ortable patio and attractive Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
eluding linens, dishes, T.V.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back-private
ca
tors have "refused to meet
Striking area carpenters reshampooer disease.
electric
Rent
cleaner.
i
TFC
lawn.
Located
in
P-mfine
air conditioner. Rent by day
hoe work. Phone Rex
, 753 area near university,
anymore with us."
prostitutes
200
than
more
A71
K.
by
Big
support
of
___
n
$1.00,
vote
a
ceived
grade and
week or month.
5933.
i
Carpenters from Kentucky,
working in the 40-odd houses
'Pt-.2C new high school. Located 104 N.
trades in a
union
other
all
FOR RENT OR LEASE
Tennessee and Missouri, inPhone
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole scattered through r u r a 1
lath
St. Call 753-6527.
A4C
s p e c i a 1 meeting Saturday
WILL REMOVE damaged T.V.
chiding about 1,200 in 20 West.
RENT OR LEASE, 1200 sq. ft. barn construction, utilitY Nies Nevada will be asked by the
concerning' the CMmorning
rn Kentucky counties, struck
antennas from houses. Phone 753docks.
test
to
division
'banner state health
Marra,
office or business space, a1 and neat
1 after being without a
July
against
8578 after 5:00p.m.
ASP THREE
.
stoppage
work
tinuing
Street,
Maple
in
Murray, a drug called progonasyl
BEDROOM house, 21
2 divide and decorate to suif Co.,
/
contract since May 31.
1TC a six-month controlled experithe Associated General conBURNISHED APARTMENTS,
miles from Murray on Green tenant, ample parking,located in Kentucky.
ment.
to and three rooms, with WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots Plain's Road. Electric heat, good Marshall County Branch Bank
tractors.
CiDmplete kitchen and private inside city limits. Reasonable well. Lot 85x280 ft. $8,500. Phone
William Sims, business agent
"THE GIRLS won't be guinBuilding at Ken-Bar Resort, PONY, CART, saddle,
-and
.
Age briddle. All for P5.00. Call 435
qath for college boys near rates. phone 753-3796
AlOC 753-4359.
for the striking Four Rivers
' ea pigs or captives," said
A4P Gilbertsville. 362-8321.
4782.
A2P
A4C
qampus. Phone 753-5921.
District Council of the carDr. William M. Edwards, chief
of the Bureau of Preventive
pentors union, said his orREAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
WANT TO BUY
A NEW metal wardrobe, 30 InMedicine. "This is a voluntary
ganization has not reached an
4W0 BEDROOM duplex with
Authors of pornographic
cites wide,$15.00, also a new G.E. effort,
-books have banded together as
agreement for a contract with
tral heat and air, fully carWANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 19701
never
has
1971 frigidaire that
.,The Dirty Writers of Amered. Available Sept. 1. $125.00
the AGC and would continue
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
-This is probably the only
been used, 30 inches wide, will
to maintain picket lines at all
month.Phone 753-9741. A5C
Ica" to fight for better
pecause
this
good condition. Phone 753-6030
do
could
we
state
TFNc sell for $150.00. G.E.stove,double
major sites Monday.
royalties.
we allow prostitution in some
after 5:00p.m.
Realtor
oven, used 6 mo. self-cleaning, a of the counties."
.
A spokesman for the AGC
One of their.first moves was
NE BEDROOM furnished
19
acres
good
plus
plus
house
concrete block shop
1970 model will sell for $450.00.
has already announced that
to hold a demonstration outside
amber colored oily liqartment, air conditioned,
The
4384830.
phone
d
an
logs
IN
building, scenic location, one mile from south
work on all major construction
a publishing firm in New York.
ITP uid has been on the market
• ANT TO BUY.
ter and sewerage furnished.
standing timber. Also have foss,.
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World News In Brief ...

Falcon . • •
(‘-onunued

Today's Stock
Market

(Continued from Page 1
from rage 1)
By United Press internatioual
shut down 10 lines "could blow time the presence of volcanie sam, --un, that's good 'hews."
but that the two sides had cinder cones on the moon. They Next came a stop at Scarp
NEW YORK (UPI) —Stocks
moved nearer to agreement.
were sighed near the crater Crater, described by Irwin as SOUTH VIETS ATTACK IN CAMBODIA
opened
higher in moderate
Communist
attacked
a
troops
Vietnamese
SAIGON—South
Ulna and the three presidents Littrow.
"the most unique crater we've
spent all night in head-to-head The astronauts drove 1.1 seen so far. Very soft. Boy, you staging area in Cambodia south of Phnom Penh today, killing at trading today.
least 26 enemy troops. The U. S. Command in Saigon announced
bargaining at the Labor Depart- miles to the rim of the canyon sink in about six inches."
Shortly after the opening, the
ment with their advisers.
Hadley
Rifle,
called
sampled a Scott picked up a sample and two Americans were killed Sunday afternoon when their light Dow Jones industrial average
Vietnam.
northern
South
shot
down
in
helicopter
was
observation
of
available
No details were
rock-littered stretch of terrain it fell apart in his hands.
showed a gain of 0.87 at 859.30.
the issues still separating the and then headed back to He said others were like
Advances topped declines, 190
UTU and the railroads. Sources Falcon, stopping at interesting clods, "like big pieces of mud." SUEZ CANAL TALKS HELD TODAY
to 79, among the 365 issues
TEL AVIV—Assistant Secretary of State Joseph Sisco held crossing the tape.
main sites along the way.
previously the
said
Looking over their shoulders by
holdups were proposed changes "Oh, isn't that pretty," Scott way of television, an earth another round of talks with Israeli leadership today on a possible
In the automotive group,
in an old work rule requiring said, looking down at the four- audience saw that the clods agreement to reopen the Suez Canal. No progress was reported,
General Motors picked up III to
either a crew change or extra legged moonship from a ridge appeared to be about the size of but a communique said the U.S.-Israeli talks would continue.
16/
1
4, as did American Motors
pay for crews going 100 miles, to the west.
bowling balls. They lay about
1
4. Ford and Chrysler
at 6/
and retroactive pay for men Scott and Irwin reluctantly the crater surface singly or in FIVE DROWN IN MARYLAND RAINS
1
4 and 2642,
1
4 each to 63/
BALTIMORE—At least five persons drowned and six or seven gained /
who remained on the job under surrendered half an hour of clumps of two or three.
respectively.
where
drowned
in
Maryland,
were
missing
and
feared
others
new work rules on lines that today's excursion to retrieve a Scott fell once in full view of
several inches of rain fell Sunday. The entire Eastern Seaboard
were not struck.
Du Pont gained 44 to 145.
sample of soil drilled eight feet the television audience.
Agreement on a wage pack- deep.
-0ooh, whoops," he said. He was doused with rain, record high temperatures were set in the Eastman Kodak surrendered 1+4
age —42 per cent over 42 Instructions from mission quickly recovered his balance. West and record lows were established in the Mid-West.
to 751
/
4, but Allied Chemical
months —was reached previous- control kept them struggling
held unchanged at 30%.
2 OR 3 vows MAY DECIDE LOCKHEED FATE
y.
Bethlehem added % to 22% in
with the balky drill that held
WASHINGTON—Predictions were that two or three votes could the steel group. Armco, trading
The Railroads put new work the core. They finally yanked it
decide the critical Senate vote today on Lockheed Aircraft's plea es-dividend, rose % to 17.
rules into effect on all lines when out of the ground and then had
for
rescue from bankruptcy. The Senate was considering HouseCENTER,
SPACE
Houston
strike,
trouble
separating
the
called
its
core
to
first
UTU
the
Among the oils, Jersey
and the UTU demanded that as be stowed in their spacecraft. (UPI —The Apollo 15 timetable passed legislation that would extend to the nation's largest Standard was up % to 76%.
backing
for
the
$250
million
in
contractor
government
defense
They had more trouble with i all times EDT and subject to
1
4, exTexaco gained 1/4 to 34/
TOM LEGAN (left), Kennett, Me., manager at Murray part of any back-to-work
bank loans Lockheed claims it must have in order to stay in
change
Richfield,
Atlantic
dividend.
cablevisiou,talks with Dr. Ray Monad (center), chairman of the agreement the railroads agree to the core when they returned to
Today
business.
also trading ex-dividend, rose
department of communications at Murray State University, and my the men at rates under the Falcon. But Scott finally pulled 9:24 am.—Scott returns to
apart
one
section
and
said
he
rules.
work
eld
engineer,
cablevision
regional
Miss.,
1,4' to 65,
14, Occidental ¼ to '1644.
Jerry Mansell, Jackson,
preceded
by
module,
lunar
SUDAN ORDERS SOVIET DIPLOMAT OUT
Elsewhere a West Coast dock would bring it back to earth.
climbed /
1
4 to 281
/
4,
Pennzoil
about plans for making a channel available for the use of the
KHARTOUM—The Sudan has ordered the No. 2 man in the
At one point, Scott tripped Irwin. Spacecraft is pressurized
strike entered its second month
with Standard of California up
school's communications department.
surface
final
and
third
to
end
ambassador
to
leave
the
country.
Soviet
embassy
and
Bulgaria's
Photo by Wilson Woolley) with little prospect of agree- over a rock and fell down in the excursion.
/
4. Phillips dipped ¼ to
/
1
4 to 571
Political sources said the Soviet ambassador also would be withdusty soil in full view of a
ment.
31%,
ex-dividend.
lunar
of
drawn as relations continued to deteroirate in the wake of Sudan's
The United Steel Workers television audience. Scott quick- 1:04 p.m.—Telecast
Penn Central waapichanged
purge of Communists. The government of President Jaafar
(USW) accepted a three-year ly recovered and went about his liftoff begins.
module Numeiry charges the Sudan's Communists were among plotters at 5, but Chesapeala & Ohio
1:11 p.m.—Lunar
contract worth an estimated business of exploring.
of the coup that toppled his leadership for 72 hours two weeks ago. fell %I to 5844, and Burlington
$1.11 an hour over current At the canyon, the pilots blasts off from the moon.
module
Northern lost 1,4 to 45.
minimum wages of $3.45. The reported seeing distinct layer- 1:19 p.m.—Lunar
KENNEDY DOCUMENTS OPENED TODAY
representatives of 600 USW ing in the opposite wall. This reaches lunar orbit.
In the electronics, IBM
WALTHAM,Mass.—More than 3 million documents relating to climbed 1% to 293. Generel
locals shouted acceptance Sun- Indicated the lava which makes 2:37 p.m.—Command ship
final
the administration of President John F. Kennedy were opened for Electric added
day night of the industry-wide up the plain was formed at starts telecast to show
to 53%, with
research today at the temporary headquarters of the Kennedy Westinghouse up 1/4 to 34.
30 per cent settlement only different intervals leaving slabs rendezvous maneuvers.
module
p.m.—Lunar
3:09
Library. No rbmified materials are included.
three hours before a midnight rather than pouring from
Sperry Rand also gained 1,4 to
docks with command ship.
surface fissures all at once.
strike deadline.
27.
Control Data rose 1k4 to
early
Rose's
about
found
has
Reviewed By
Despite approval, it will take The astronauts returned to 6:29 p.m.—Scott and Irwin
51%.
life in Boston with her politiJOHN PINKERMAN
ship
and
command
tranefer
to
their spacecraft at 8:18 a.m.,
cian father, John F. 1Honey about 10 days for full producCopley News Service
close out lunar module.
Fitz) Fitzgerald seems to tion to resume. Most plants after covering 3.1 miles of 6:55 p.m.—Lunar module is Mrs. Arlene Howard of Galbreath of Mayfield, Mrs:
terrain.
That
raised
their
total
preparation
"Believe me, she's not going emerge as the most interesting banked furnaces in
ship Mayfield, sister of Mrs. Jessie Bessie Cavitt, Mrs. Irene
for a strike that seemed coverage for three days to jettisoned and command
Lee Miller of Alin°, died Friday Jackson, and Mrs. Millie
to tell her priest or her hair- area of her writing.
rocket
away
with
control
moves
about 15 miles —far more than
imminent.
at the Community Hospital, Jackson, all of Detroit, Mich.,
dreseer what's really inside. No
Rose was a brilliant and viminutes
later.
five
A walkout would have affect- the three prdvious moon crews firings
Mrs. Marnell Jackson, Mrs. Federal State Market News
one really knows her." This is ti-ant girl in those early days in
module Mayfield.
8:39 p.m.—Lunar
what an acquaintance told au- Boston's Irish Catholic society. ed 350,000 USW workers at U.S combined.
Funeral services are being held Genetta Jackson, and Mrs. Service August 2, 1971
collision
to
start
on
engine
fired
thor Gail Cameron about Mrs. She was the youngest graduate Steel, Bethlehem, Republic, Dr. Farouk El Baz, said course with moon.
today at two p.m. at the Sapp Vergie Roebuck,all of Buffalo, N. Kentucky Purchase Area 1ft
Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy, and at Dorchester High School, re- National, Armco, Youngstown Worden's sighting of cinder
module Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Y. Seven brothers surviving are Market Report Includes 10
9:05 p.m.—Lunar
it perhaps is why "Rose," a ceiving her diploma at the age Sheet & Tube, Inland, Jones & cones near Littrow may extend
Rev. A. V. Traughber and Rev. James, George, John T. Hollie, Buying Stations
crashes
into
moon.
biography of the 81-year-old of 15 from her father, who re- Laughlin and Allegheny-Lud- the period the moon was hot
Jackson, all of Receipts: Act. 1711 Est. 00
Cleo Tharpe officiating. Burial and Vernon
three
astro9:16
p.m.—The
matriarch of the Kennedy clan, cently had won the race for lum. Another 100,000 workers enough to produce volcanism
will be in the Oak Res Cemetery. Mayfield, Gable Jackson of Barrows and Gilts steady Solis
sleep
nauts
begin
nine-hour
doesn't tell many of us much mayor of Boston.
under a separate contract another 1 billion years —to
survived by her Buffalo, N. Y., and Fred Jackson steady to 25c higher
'
period as Apollo 15 makes its Mrs. Howard is
we didn't know about this reShe was a leader in fashion outside the "Big Nine" were about 2.5 billion years ago.
husband, R. D. Howardione son, of Wheeling, W. Va.
lbs.
1-3
200-230
52nd
lunar
orbit.
US
$l9.50
-2O.1markable woman.
El Baz called this the moon's
even then, as she is at 81, and also involved.
Franklin Massey of
James
Tuesday
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $19.25-19.30;
The United Transportation "last gasp of volcanism."
However, putting all the Ken- she was stubborn then too, even
stepdaughter, Mrs. PATTISON BOAT CHAMP
Mayfield;
6:30
a.m.—Astronauts
wake
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $18.75-19.*
life
—
her
all
idled
160,000
Littrow
is
on
the
southeastern
been
Union
(UTU)
had
nedy (and the Fitzgerald) as she has
Mable Reed of Mayfield; step LA ROCHELLE, France
men in the industry since it edge of the Sea of Serenity, up in Apollo t5's 57th orbit, to grandson, Johnnie Massey; (UPI) —Rodney Pattisson won US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $18.25-18.7%
pieces together between two arrogant, some have said.
Sows
She bred her children in the struck the railroads July 16. east of Apollo 13's landing site. perform scientific duties.
covers does produce an enterstepmother, Mrs. Edna Jackson. the world's "Flying Duthcman"
taining volume on the triumphs same tradition of early suc- But the impact of the strike has Scientists at Houston told 9:11 p.m.—Astronauts start Eight sisters surviving are sailing championship for the US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $15.00-15.50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $14.00-15.00;
and the tragedies that have cess, and all of her boys experi- spread to 90,000 other workers Scott and Irwin that they eight hour rest period in 64th Mrs. Miller of Alino, Mrs. Gladis third consecutive year.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $13.00-14.00.
struck this Massachusetts enced this achievement valiile in jobs dependent on the 10 already had achieved 100 per orbit.
political family. Author young.
struck carriers that constitute cent of their primary scientific
Canterfel, called a Kennedy
Even then, too, she experi- about one-third of the nation's objectives of the $445 million,
"expert" by the publishers enced disappointment as she trackage.
12-day mission during their two
based on her eight years cover- did late in life. She was popular
And John P
Fishwick, historic weekend expeditions to
ing the Kennedys for Life and had her mind set on Wel- president of the Norfolk & the base of the moon's
magazine, never got a chance lesley College. Accepted for Western —struck since July 24
Apennine Mountains.
to interview closely the subject Wellesley, she was crushed —revealed Sunday that the
THANK YOU! That is what these money
But Scott and Irwin wanted
of the biography, and this when her father decided she White House told UTU and rail
saving coupons are meant to say. We apcould
conserve
time
so
they
to
seems to leave a void in the was too young for such a
officials the strike would idle explore the mysteries of a
preciate your business...And remember
book.
sophisticated school. He or- one million workers if it
lunar valley. The assignment to
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Three embarrassed Fort Ord farmers to plow under produce
ON REQUEST
reckless driving, fined $10.00
up and down. Its like driving
soldiers were found standing on crops for fertilizer.
costa 810.00.
over the big sand dunes of the
a hill early Sunday, definitely
Coklow,
public
James
desert. You could get lost out
out of uniform: they were nude. FRASER WINS RACE
drunkenness, given two days in
Deputies said Gary Kelsey, DAXTONA I BEACH, Fla. here."
/111.
20, James Gaf, 19, and Melvin (UPI) —Tom Fraser of Atlanta While the astronauts were
Howsfd B. Anderson, no Steinfath, 26, reported they left scored a 12-second victory in working on the moon's surface,
operator license and reckless a Monterey bar and were Sunday's Paul Whiteman Tro- Worden adjusted the orbit of
driving,fined $30.00 Cants O&M. trying to hitchhike to the base phy Race feature at Daytona the Endeavour to set it up for
Rex Me, driving while in- when they were picked up by Speedway. Fraser drove a Lobo the space linkup later in the
toxicated and no operator's four men in a car, stripped and Ford to victory over Pete day.
license,fined $150.00 costs $10.00. robbed of $106
Harrison.
Told of the maneuver, Irwin
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